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Is Invited to Gain a
Fort Summer Does Not Get Na- Little Effect on Stock Exchanges Former Special Agent Asks to Lengthy Formalities Disposed Investigating Payment of Claim The Public
B.
of Napoleon
of by the Privy Council
Glimpse of Prehistoric
Be Called as Wit- tional Guard Company at
Despite Contrary
Culture.
This
Afternoon.
Giddings.
ness.
Present.
.

London, Kngnad, May 7. 1910.
Special to The New Mexican.
There will be on exhibition, at the
At eight o'clock last evening, the
Washington, May 7 The
Mills accompanied TerriV. was proclaimed this
1). C, May 7. Speaker rooms of the Museum of American
was
Washington,
George
King
of
Ballinger,
Secretary
torial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan New Mexican posted a bulletiD of the
with momentary renewals afternoon. The proclamation was ap taunon is making lus seventy-iouri("k
Archaeology, during the next
the proceeding
this morning on a trip up Hie Scenic Associated Press announcing
!onl.. a sn,'n but "rare ollection of
of the bitter clashes of yesterday be- proved by the privy council at 4 birthday speech to the House.
midat
about
committee o'clock. The council met in the throne
fore the Ballinger-Pincho- t
Highway in Santa Fe canon and over death of King Edward
Delegate Andrews introduced a urn; ornaments and idols of jadeite mad..-tha-t
and while the today, when there developed the most room at St. James palace under the
miners may enter upon, prospect ,)y Ulfl anciPnt peoples of Old Mexico,
the Dalto divide to within a few miles night (English notime),
conseimmediate
news was of
presidency of the ear! of Crewe. The and locate mines on grants confirmed Thf conectioii will be on exhibition
of the Pecos. Part of the trip was quence in the United States, yet, it spectacular incident of the hearing.
Horace T. Jones,
agent of the king, who had been driven over from by the court of private land claims, j;n ,h0 Puye room aml all who ,lre n
taken in a carriage and the remain- evoked much interest and consider- land office, who special
testified some time Marlborough house, waited in a room under United States, territorial and tm,ste,i jn seeing these works of the
It is Governor able discussion as to its probable ef- ago in support of Glavis, arose in his adjoining the council chamber while local laws and regulations. After re-- 1
der on horseback.
prehistoric lapidaries of America, aro
Mills' desire to acquaint himself in fect on the many millions who are place among the spectators, and an- the lengthy formalities leading up to cording, if not in cultivation, they invited to see them during the usual
were proceed- may have the
necessary surface condetail with the work necessary to subjects of the British empire in all nounced in a loud voice that he did the actual proclamation
the demned, the federal and territorial Musuem hours.
Thus in his forty-fiftmaae
year
ing.
statement
believe
not
by
the
the
of
globe.
parts
As is generally know, jade has
place the road in good ondition and
Secretary Ballinger was true and he second son born to King Edward VII. courts to have jurisdiction.
Taft Sends Condolence.
to primitive people, probably the
been
to complete it to the P cos.
to and Queen Alexandra becomes ruler of
The senate bill that the secretary of moiit priz0(1 of all rar? stones. BeWashington, D. C, May 7. King desired that the witness beMr.called
Britain
the
United
of
No Admission for Thi: Company.
Great
Ballinor
Kingdom
deny what
way may investigate the claim of Na 'cause of its excessive hardness, an d
Edward's death called forth numerous substantiate
i
c
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r .i .i ..
The Home Fire Insurr.nce Company expressions of sympathy and appre- ger had said. When the commotion and Ireland and of the British domin- poieon
u. uiaumgs
lor ii
Kegs
Mtno a;roat difficulty of sculpturing it.
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the
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the
seas,
Root
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beyond
has
subsided, Senator
taken by Sterling Price, if was on thought that only tne
of Salt Lake, Utah, which has asked ciation of his ability as a ruler from
gunpowder
of
India.
faith
and
emperor
for blanks for admission into this ter- members of diplomatic corps, cabinet that the witness be admonished that
the colonel commanding the United rhinose lapidaries were capable of
the repeteition of his outbreak would
notified
Insurance
been
States army at Santa Fe, on January workin!, jadei aml that wherever it
has
and
by
government
ritory,
officers, congressmen
him to punishment for con,
Chaves
Commissioner Jacobo
unai nffieinls
IS,
President Taft immediately subject
passed the Senate today. Sen- was foun(, n the fo.m of carml ornn.
the Home Fire Insurance Company of cableQ condolence to Queen Alexandra tempt.
ator Penurose passed the postoffice ap- - nionta or ilols it was indication of
ARE
I
New York is already operating in this declaring his "Appreciation of those
During one clash between Attorney
propraition bill, carrying two hundred chinese influont.0. It is now known,
t
no
Brandeiss
and Secretary Ballinger,
the
and
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that
law,
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which made the
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hih
.
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other company of the same or simi-L- ,
utes.
There was not a single amend-- '
DOtent an influence Chairman Nelson interrupted
native t0 the American continent.
MANGLED ment. This breaks the record.
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nnri t,lnt u
rvp.i v,v
case
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American
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Effect
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Sxchange.
not this one."
Coal Miners Identi- ome tonight via New York.
The small rolleetinn on pvhibition
Governor Mills today appointed Joel
New York, May 7 Wall street and
iat the Museum rooms comes from
J. Garrison of Leach, Roosevelt coun- showed little effect of the death of
Ballinger said that E. W. Dixon,
fied by Their Brass
COUNTY HAS
agent, said something derogaspecial
LUNA
ty, a notary public.
southern Mexico, the idols being from
London
The
Edward.
exchanges
King
in 1907. Jones jumped
Checks
GOOD ROADS COMMITTEE. tne state of Oaxaca, in which the jade
were closed and selling was looked tory to Jones
Saturday Half Holiday at Capitol.
to his feet and shouted: "I want Dixon
found is usually of rather an inferBeginning with today, the office of for from London. The market opened to
I
Chamber of Commerce Takes ior quality. The ornaments are. from
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no
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An Exhibit Room.
of Tepoztlan, in the state of Morelas,
urday half holiday, an annual sum- that large financial interests are prefrom which place many specimens of
mer custom.
pared to take care of any possible MISS
Whole Families Wiped Out by Deming, N. M., May 7. The board the finest quality of jade have come.
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No National Guard for Fort Sumner. liquidation.
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of directors of the chamber of com The precision with which the small
the Explosion at Palos,
An Empire is Mourning.
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London, May
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jade specimens with the two
performed only for
sons, lack of equipment and lack of an
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of
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ereign
towe by an explosion on Wednesday, are to most anywhere that makes excellent lonned for
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District Court.
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so
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of
hundred foot composed of the following persons:
anites the first intimation of the ered in Oklahoma, but the mystery ex- ward the twenty-threplaced, for the purpose of comparison,
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believed
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the largest Dr. J. C. Moir. chairman, H. G. Bush, side
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where
not
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level,
yet
his
departure
Edward VII. Crowds
King
by side with the Mexican jades.
Dr. R. G. Hoffman, N. A. Bolich, and
the El Rito Mercantile Company, a
number will be found. Thirty-fou- r
into the city on early trains plained.
is the purpose of the Museum to
It
coming
o
Nordhaus.
Morris
Vences-laconsisting of
Another lumber yard is being stock bodies already have been recovered,
toward Buckingham Palace
have on exhibition, from now on, a
Jaramillo and J. S. Hamilton, vs. proceeded9 o'clock
S. A. Birchfield, who left Deming a
The Heretora all so horribly mangled that identi
in Fort Sumner.
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stream
an
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by
exhibit each week of some colspecial
Geronimo Martinez and Silviano Marto take charge of a
of people were slowly filing past the Company, of Texas, associated with fication is possible only by the brass few months ago
of
lection
exceptional interest.
tinez, on an open account for ?112.97
tlhe building with its drawn the Rockwell lumber people, having checks each man carried. In several ranch for the Fernandez Cattle ComEDGAR L. HEWETT,
and against W. P. Shupe for balance front of
at San Mateo, is here buying a
blinds, around to the west end of the yards over the south has bought instances, whole families were wiped pany
Director.
due on note amounting to $94.23.
use
on
horses
of
for
carload
the
palace to gaze on the windows of the ground and is stocking up here. This out by the explosion. One woman has ranch.
become insane from grief.
chamber where the body of the dead gives Fort Sumner two yards.
Mrs. Dominick, who has been visit
lying. On the bulletin board
king
RE- was still pinned a sheet of foolscap Marlborough house at brief intervals sued their official bulletin, which fol- ing at the home of Major James R. ROOSEVEL
GOVERNOR
Waddill, left this afternoon for her
lows:
with its tidings of momentous event during the morning.
home in Kansas City.
scrawled hurriedly in a dozen words,
"May 6, 11:50 p. m.
The Last Hours.
breathed
the
"His
and this was another center of interking,
The chamber of commerce is instal
majesty,
Gathered around the bedside of the
REQUISITION est for the throng, each person seem dying king were the queen and prin- his last at 11:45 tonight in the pres- ling an exhibit room in the office ading determined to read with his own cesses. No hope had been ttield out ence of her majesty, Queen Alexandra, joining the office of the secretary in
the Prince and Princess of Wales, the
Deckert building. This room is
eyes the official announcement of the
throughout the day for the recovery Princess Royal the Duchess of Fife, the
of
bulk
of
his
The
death
sovereign.
bebeing made very neat and attractive Immense Crowds Cheered
Indicted Beef Packers Will
of his majesty, whose death, it is
the population of the country lhave lieved, was due to pneumonia follow Princess Victoria and Princess Louise, and will contain a representative exas Train
Not Be Taken to New
Duchess of Argyll.
donned mourning garb of some form.
hibit of fruit, vegetables and various
bronchitis contracted shortly af the
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farm crops grown in the Mimbres val
ter his return from Biarritz. Only a
Jersey
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black are wearing black neck scarfs
ley.
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or two ago the king conducted
or black bands about the coat sleeves. day
Pneumonia, following bronchitis, is
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The women seen are almost without but on
GUESTS OF PRINCE WILHELM
he was compelled believed to have Deen he cause of ISLETA INDIAN FREED
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RE ADVANCED
Wednesday
exception dressed in black. Stream- to submit to the orders of his physi- death, but the doctors thus far have
IN DISTRICT COURT,
ers of crepe hang from whips of the cians. Since then until the end, his refu-;e- d
to make a statement. Some
!cab men. Show fronts bear morning decline was
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king
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Up for
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morning.
Trial.
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irace meetings and other sports, pub- getting up
illness.
fatal
the
He
with
state
as usual
his secretary.
lic gaieties and Drivate
entertain- All who knew the king expected
Albuquerque, N. M., May 7. Jojola,
Stockholm, May 7. The Roosevelts.
New York, May 7. Governor J.!mpT1tB The theaters hav hepn rinsed had numerous attacks of choking and
it an Indian from Isleta, charged with
and
would
his
death
he
sudden,
The
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the
parFranklin Fort of New Jeresey at Tren- arrived here today and were received
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eve- would not have occasioned great sur assaulting another Indian from
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until
Wil-helannounced
he
oxysms
had
that
frequently
today
are closed and the law courts
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at
Judge Ira
Flags
and their indicted officials. The ina end he refused to take to his bed and
into
the
in
the
absence
Although
the
and
king
lapsed
princess
prince
Abbott, the testimony 'being very
dictments were found two months ago Everywhere throughout the coun' comatose condition, he remained sit- was
in a large ague and not sufficient to substanti of King Gustav V., who is in the south.
up
sitting
yesterday
try flags are at half mast on public
in Hudson county, New Jersey.
up and oxygen was freely ad- chair, so the palace stories go, corrob ate so serious a charge.
of France. An immense crowd surbuildings, warships and other ship ting
Fort Gives Good Reasons.
ministered. It was about 10 o'clock
an
as
him
of
case
The
of
E.
the
church
John
sounded
the
while
bells
description
orating
Kirsch, charged rounded the receiving party and cheerping,
when
Drs.
and
Reid
Trenton, N. J., May 7. Governor the
conveyed
Lanking
to
witn assaulting with a knife, a barber ed as the train drew in. The choir
doleful news to Great Britain that
patient which Dr. Ott gave
Fort in refusing evtxradition for J. its
to the queen, the Prince of Wales and unruly
named Sevier, was at once taken up sang: "My country 'tis of Thee." and
a Vienna interviewer last night.
ruler was dead. This morning serv other
were
members
who
the
of
Armour and other indicted ices at tlhe churches were
family
One of the last utterances attribut It will likely go to the jury this morn the Swedish national anthem.
largely at
packers said that in order to ask for tended. Today all congregations are waiting in an adjoining room, the ed to King Edward was: "Well, it is ing when the case of Frank Hall the
requisition papers it was necessary in deep mourning. Since the earliest tragic tidings that there was no hope all over, but I think I have done my negro who severely injured Minnie DEMOCRAT CONFESSES
for the persons whose extradition is
and that death was a mere matter of I
Dows, a negro woman by striking her
morning a flood of messages has been time. The
TO TAKING A BRIBE.
con duty.
king was then
desired to be fugitives from justice
He seemed then to have reached a in the face with a dish, will be tried.
pouring into the palace from the(Iscious and soon afterward partly
rallied suf full relization that death was ap The complaint
and it was essential that the accused chiefs of foreign lands. One of the
against Hall is unique
person was in New Jersey at the time first received by the Queen dowager ficiently to recognize the queen and proaching.
from the fact that the Information al- Announcement Made by States Attor-neof the commission of the alleged of- was a sympathetic message from Em his son. As the evening advanced Ihe
Wayman Who Asks for ImThe queen and others of the royal leges that a dish is a deadly weapon-- .
difficulty in breathing family and four doctors; had been The Hall affair will be remembered
fense. This was not the case with peror William. Ambassador Reid was experienced
munity for Representative.
the packers.
an early caller at Buckingham palace which greatly affected the heart, the constantly in the sick roon? through because the woman was so severely
left entricle failing to act while the out the,
Several hours before injured by a blow from tlhe dish that
and the flags at Dorchester House
Chicago, 111., May 7. Democratic
no longer afforded the relief his deatlh day.
oxygen
BOY BANDIT IS
the king was in a comatose for a time it was thought she might Representative Michael S. Link, indiand the American embassy are at half
it had
given. His majesty condition, but he rallied slightly be not recover.
cted on the charge of perjury yesterSENTENCED FOR LIFE. mast. Queen Alexandra is bearing up soon previously
into a comatose condition, tween 9 and 10 o'clock
sank
and appeared
bravely. She had breakfast as usual from whiclh he
day in connection with the Lorimer
practically never
to recognize his family. Then he NEW DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSSingle-Hande- d
Held Up Indiana Bank in her own apartments. Members of
bribery charges confessed to the grand
which
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the royal household attended special
lapsed into unconsciousness
Killed the Cashier and Wounded
jury today. This announcement was
The Prince of Wales succeeded to ended in his passing.
in
the
service
the
of
private
made in court today by States Attor
Its President.
chapel
the throne immediately according to
When Dr. St. Clair Thompson, the
N. Y., May 7. Because
an
at
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Rochester,
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King
palace
George
7.
Wayman in requesting that the in
ney
Thomas JefCorydon, Ind., May
the laws of the kingdom without of great throat specialist was called in of failure to file his election exnenses I
dictment
ferson Hoal, the boy bandit, was found V. found himself so occupied with the ficial
against Link be quashed.
ceremony. His first official aefc yesterday morning, it was expected within ten days after election James
rush of state affairs requiring immeDemocrats Indicted.
Three
guilty of murder today, and sentenced
was
to
to
the
lord
on the throat S. Havens, Democrat, who was elected
mayor the that an operation
dispatch
attention in consequence of the
to life imprisonment. Hoal is the diate
Chicago, 111., May 7. Three Demo- -'
connew accession tttiat he has been un- announcement of his father's death, would be necessary, but after a con- to congress from the thirty-secon- d
seventeen year old Louisville boy who able to leave
in pursuance to custom. His telegram sultation it was decided that the
gressional district April 19, over cratic representatives were indicted
Marlborough house this
last November executed an amazing
bribread:
most
seat
were
to
of
serithe
even
the
see
his
mothand
lungs
go
George W. Aldredge, Republican, has yesterday in connection with the
single-hande- d
attack on the Mer- morning
were
Besides
were
ous
auLink, they
er and sisters. Officials responsible
"I am deeply grieved to inform you
held in forfeited his office, according to
ery charges.
symptoms. Experts
chants' National bank, shot and killed for state functions
ac that my beloved father, the king, pass- readiness to administer an anaes- thorities quoted here. When Mr. Lee O'Neill Browne, the minority leadthe
marking
Cashier J. H. Fawcett, wounded Presi- cession of a new monarch and the ed away
thetic, but there was fear that the Havens' account was presented Com- er in the House, who is charged with
peacefully at 11:45 tonight.
dent J. K. Woodward and also a negro funeral arrangements for the dead
missioner of Elections Nichols refused distributing bribes, and Robert E. Wil"GEORGE."
(Signed)
chauffeur.
'
son.
monarch came and went from the
The physicians soon afterward is
to accept it.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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YOU CAN CORE THAT

MiNOR CITY TOPICS

Wheat

Imperial
Jersev Cream

Pansy

BACKACHE

Pain along the back, dizziness,
ache and general languor. Get a

headpack-

age of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF- ,
the pleasant root and herb cure
all
7.
Forefor
Kidney, Bladder and Urinay
Denver, Colo., May
When you feel all run
troubles.
cast for New .Mexico: Fair
weak and without energy
tired,
down,
Sunday
V weather tonight and
of
use this remarkable combination
with stariiinary temperature.
nature's herbs and roots. As a reguit has no equal. Mother Gray's
Woman's Board of Trade The Wo- lator
is sold by Druggists
Australian-Lea- f
man's Board of Trade will meet on
or sent by mail for 50 cents. Sample
make
member
should
Mondav. EvenCo., Le Roy, N. Y.
a special effort to be present as business of more than ordinary import- MAYOR CALLAGHAN DOES NOT
ance will lie brought up.
LIKE COMMISSION FORM,
Suing Out More Liquor Bills The
Consolidated Liquor Company of Al- San Antonio's Executive Refused to
buquerque has filed another suit in the
Receive Visitors From Surthis
district court at Albuquerque,
rounding Cities.
time against
t. Romero, claiming
that means comfort
Perfect
about $225 on three notes and unpaid
San Antonio, Texas, May 7. When
accounts.
the mayors of Galveston, Houston and
coolness custom style that
Santa Fe's Small School Attendance Dallas arrived in this city for the pur- and
The attendance of the public scliools
pose of telling what they knew of gives a smart, dressy effect.
at Roswell during' the past month was commission
government, Mayor Calla-gha1,070. or twice as much as that of the
refused to receive You are sure of getting
promptly
public schools of Santa Fe, despite the them, stating in an interview
that
fact that: the latter take in pupils from their interference was unwarranted. both these features in
your
outside of t'he city limits without Under these circumstances the visitI
footwear if you
charging tuition.
ing mayors were obliged to content summer
Sanof
Board
Trade Meeting The
themselves with the hospitality of the
come to us for a pair of
ta Fe Roard of Trade will meet next citizens, which, at a meeting they adC.
Tuesday evening. Postmaster E.
dressed took the substantial form of
Durke will explain to the board the vociferous applause.
proposition to establish an automobile
Altogether Mayor Callaghan has bemail route from Santa Fe to Taos.
come somewhat of a puzzle in the
Teacher's
Institute June 6 The movement for a commission governSanta Fe county teachers' institute ment. A few
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
days ago he made a
Regal quarter-size- s
will open here June 6 and last four statement to the effect that the puband
the
models are accurate reproductions of the latest
be
new
Regal
may
weeks. Mrs. Dixon of the Spanish lic would have his
in the
Normal School at El Itito will be in matter, but his actions have not borne custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
cliarge. The first two weeks will be out his promise. He has flatly refused
for the third grade and the last two to call for June 7th the election needweeks for the first, second and third ed to effect the
change, saying that
grades. Professor J. A. Wood will January of next year would be time
teach the first and second grades.
The impression prevailing
enough.
The now is that in doing this he has killed
Up to 66 Degrees Yesterday
maximum yesterday was CG degrees his chances to be first mayor tinder
and the minimum, :!", with a low rela- a commission regime in this city, an
tive humidity 23 per cent, sufficient office which would have been tenderto make any chilly atmosphere "skid-doo.- " ed him had he assumed a les obsti fS
m
m rci m - .
frr a
ekrt. m 11 A 11 Dffssa .4351
The temperature at 0 o'clock nate attitude. Although the move
this morning was 41 degrees and the ment for a commission government is
day was clear and pleasant, as was only a few weeks old, practically all
yesterday. A year ago today the max- ot San Antonio, the Mexican element
imum was 74 degrees and the mini- - excepted, is unanimous in its support.
mum 4!), with S3 per cent of sunshine.
Mayors Lewis Fischer of Galveston,
E. B. Rice of Houston, and W. B. DaIt was a day of wind and dust.
vis of Fort Worth were asked to come
Exodus of Spanish - Americans
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sulli- to San Antonio to explain the opera
IBM
W 4
IdTl
.iX
I
i
Will
van and the editor of this paper yes- tion of, and the benefits to be derived
terday afternon took an automobile troiii, municipal commission govern-- jj
ment.
reception was marked
trip over the road to La Bajada to with theTheir
most
enthusiastic outburst
view the splendid construction work
in San Antonio.
under Good Roads Engineer Neal and ever recorded
Foreman Cooper on La Bajada bill.
They noticed especially the many de- Commander Julius A. Pratt Post No
143, Dept. III., G. A. R.
serted houses at Agua Fria and
Mr.
Isaac
Cook, Commander of the
e
In Agua Fria, twenty-threruins were counted of houses at one above Post, Kewanee, 111., writes:
"For a long time I was bothered with
time occupied and now deserted.
Great Game Tomorrow All prepara- backache and pains across my kid
tions have been concluded for a great neys. About two months ago I start-- !
ball game on St. Michael's college ed taking Foley Kidney Pills and soon hi
they were doing just as claimed. I
grounds beginning at 2::S0 o'clock
morrow afternoon. The game will lie kept on taking them and now I am
between the Albuquerque Grays and tree from backache, and the painful
St. Michael's college and to afford the bladder misery is all gone. I like Foplayers that "proper inspiration" the ley Kidney Pills so well that I have
First Regiment band will turn out and told many of my friends and comrades
serenade a half hour before the game about them and shall recommend
and just before the affair. A big at- them at every opportunity."
Sold by
HRKillTKN up your house, Whtit's the use of living unless you enjoy life!
tendance is expected and local fans Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.
GOOD paint will also keep your house from rotting, It is Tan investment
say that the game will be an interest
as well ns a luxury.
ing one if both earns are at their
ASK your Rood wife If she doesn't want the house newly painted, You
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
best.
owe
something to her. Really, Don't you?
Connection made with Automobile
-

Bobolink

Summer Shoes
- For Young Men

Also VA PIETY FRESH YEAST

fit

WE GIVE CASH EEG1STER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

outheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

CALL ApD SEE FOE YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

y.Mf A)

W
r$400

$350

n

inter Grocery Co.

Mp

foot-leng-

;

th

SELIGMAN BROS

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

m-

'

j

MANUFACTURER

Spitz

JEWELER

LAST (TV

PUT IT ON TO
IW

A

rfOF

j

1

i

Cien-guill-

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT UP FLOWER
OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL
KINDS
SEEDS,
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
A COMPLETE

FRANK F. GORMLEY

j

:

AOC CANON

I1 Q

PHONE
BLACK

ROAH

j

MULLIGAN & RISING
i

1

j

Foley Kidney Pills contain in concentrated form ingredients of established therapeutic value for the relief
and cure of all kidney and bladder ail-

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
125
J)AU:kht 130 RED
PICTURE

FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
FOR

International Stock Food

UD

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

HEBSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

frr

TJncwell

flilv.

Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros-- ,
well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell j
at 12, noon. Automobile leaxes Ros-- j
well for Torrance at 1 p. in. and ar-- J
&
ments. Sold bv Stripling-Burrow- s
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. Thej
Co.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
It is Important for You to Know
seats on autoThe news of Santa Fe for the city is Roswell $10. Reserve
the capitol of the Territory and mat- mobile by wire. J. "Y. Stockard.
ters of great importance are transTHE
WANTED SALESMEN
acted in this city
Hence the wide
AND BEST
RATED
HIGHLY
MOST
awake man or woman reads Santa
FIRM IX AMERICA SELLFe's daily newspaper.
Subscribe at KNOWN
once for the New Mexican if you ING GROCERIES BY SAMPLE TO
AN
haven't your name already on the roll. LARGE CONSUMERS HAVE
ORIGINAL PLAN TO OFFER A FEW
RELIABLE INDUSTRIOUS SALESDeafness Cannot Be Cured
IN EVERY STATE, ENABLING
MEN,
by local applications, as they cannot THEM TO
QUICKLY ESTABLISH
reach the diseased portion of the ear. A PERMANENT
OF
BUSINESS
There is only one way to cure deafTHEIR OWN, YIELDING A FINE
ness, and that is by constitutional INCOME. GOODS SOLD SUBJECT
remedies. Deafness is caused by an TO FIVE DAYS
TRIAL; NO INinflamed condition of the mucous lin- VESTMENT
FOR SAMPLES OR
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When OTHERWISE; COMMISSIONS ADthis tube is inflamed you have a rumb- VANCED;
SETTLE
ling sound or imperfect hearing and MENTS; EXPERIENCE
UNNECESwhen it is entirely closed, Deafness is SARY; WE TEACH YOU THE BUS
the result, and unless the inflammaNOW ENGAGED
tion can be taken out and this tube re- IN A SIMILAR LINE SHOULD INstored to its normal condition, hear VESTIGATE THIS. REFERENCES
ing will be destroyed forever; nine REQUIRED. JOHN SEXTON & COM
&
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- PANY, IMPORTERS
WHOLE
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- SALE GROCERS, LAKE & FRANK
LIN STS., CHICAGO.
ed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
Telephone No 148 Red
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
pation.

I'hone

No.

14.

i

ha9oARECo!S

If it's Hardware

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

"

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
S

.

Corner of Plaza.

We have it.

14,

AND RETAIL
RATON

Screened

Lump

Yankee;

cerrillos

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.

Telephone

Telephone 85

85

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

Does a general ABSTRACT,

$20,000.00

DIAMONDS

M.

REAL, ESTATE and INSURANCE business.

to

loan on Santa Ke Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of Interest

fja Qa YONTZ WTCHES
MANUFACTURER OF

FRESH EGGS

Right Prices

Right Goods
Right Servtoo

CREAM & MILK

I

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JTjWELRY

345 San Francloco St.

Tested and
Fitted by
Methods

Ey

SANTA FE, N. M.

ZOOK
at PHARMACY
Ouf Specialty Boole's p oot
K

A

Phone

No.

WHOLESALE

INESS.-SALESME-

Salt and Seefls

No Need to Cut.

ot Tnvt'QYino

j

it

SOLE AGENTS

Imu

!

1

r
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hite you on having a very excelleu
postmaster, it was his foresight that
led to this jittle celebration. Silica
Mr. Burke has been in charge of the
postotlice ilie has had the entire interior and its workings changed. Hi
has changed the system of delivery,
he lias put on additional carriers and
he lias improved the service. As you

HEADWAY.

Fact to Your Store of

WHAT OUR FLAG

Knowledge.
Kidney disease advances so rapidly
that many a person is nrmiy in its
grasp before aware of its progress.
Prompt attention should be given the
slightest symptom of kidney disorder.
If there is a dull pain in the back,
headaches, dizzy spells or a tired,
worn-ou- t
feeling, or if the urine is
dark,
irregular and attended with pain, procure a good kidney remedy at once.
recommend
Your
townspeople
Doan's Kidney Pills. Read the statement of this Santa Fe citizen:
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto street, Santa Fe, X. M., says: "In 1907 I procured Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling
Burrows & Co.'s drug store and used
them for pains in my back wnicn
had troubled me at intervals for three
years. Doan's Kidney Pills brought
prompt relief and proved so satisfactory that I willingly gave a public
statement in their favor. Now, after
two and a half years have passed. I
gladly confirm every word of that
testimonial. I can add that I have
since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
the ma more thorough trial and have
received the greatest possible benefit.
I know that this remedy is a sure cure
for backache and kidney complaint."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-M,ilbiirCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

STANDS
Patriotic Addresses at
furling of "Old Glory"
Yesterday

Un-

CHILDREN

S3ZZS

Sit III PUIS

New Mexico Military Institute

SKIN CLEAR

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Th West Point of th Southwert."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or lor business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon ol 3,700
feet above sea level, snushlne every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edand modern tr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Uamliroa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and Wf
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For particulars anl Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS, W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.
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By the Constant Use of

1

HIES.

j

households when Cuticura enters.

coast, 'down through the years, until
it touched the Gulf of Mexico, thi-the Mississippi valley then reached
the heights of the Rocky mountains
and then the Pacific and finally in our
own day covers with its protecting
folds the islands of the sea. Everywhere it is recognized as the emblem
of freedom. When the great fleet, a
year ago, circumnavigated the globe,
the Stars and Stripes were everywhere received with glad acclaim, not
simply as the official ensign of a
frieudly nation, but. by every lover of
liberty it was hailed as the flag of the
and the harbinger of universal
liiierty.
In Foreign Lands.
"Everywhere it enkindles the patriotic emotions.
Witlh what heartfelt
joy does the stranger in a strange
land behold the red, white and the
blue, which represents his beloved
country.
"I rejoice that I have seen the two
greatest exhibitions of those colors
ever beheld on earth. One was in the
metropolis of the nation on the days
just following the attack on Fort
Sumter.
When the spontaneous uprising of the people showed itself in
a universal use of the national colors
which made it seem as if the whole
city had blossomed out in red and
white and blue; and the other was
at the conclusion of the great war,
when for three long days the consolidated armies of the republic marched
in wonderful procession through Pennsylvania avenue, each regiment hearing aloft the tattered, torn and blood

ALL THE LATEST

At One Half Price
Mason & Hamlin, Conover, Cable Kingsbury and Wellington Pianos Sold on Monthly Payments.
-

of the Wot

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

Rold throughout tlx world.
Depots: London, ?T.
Charterhouse sq.: ParK, 10. Hue te la ehaiispee
d'Antln; Australia, R. 'towns fr Co . Svdnev; India,
B. K. 1'nul. ''alculta: China, Honi! Kong
Marnva, Ltd., Toklo; So. Africa. Lennon,
Ltd.. Cane To-n- . etc.: U.S. A.. Potter Dnic f.'hem.
Corp., Sole Props., 135 Columbus Ave Boston.
32 paces of valuable
twCutleura Hook, post-fre- e.
lnIorniai.Ua on Car of Ihe Skin. Scalp gud 1111.

IIP

East Side Plaza.

arts

chaf-ing- s.

j

CO.

TO

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fe rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
becoming chronic, and soothe and
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
dispel torturing, disfiguring rashPaynbie Tbroa?aoat tbe United States. Canada. Mexico
es, itchings, irritations and
Peace falls on distracted
and all Foreign Coantnes.

j

Will Now Be Found at

General Express Forwarders

Assisted, when necessary, by Cutt-cur- a
Ointment. These pure, sweet
and gentle emollients preserve,
purify and beautify the skin, scalp,
hair 2nd hands of infants and
children, prevent minor eruptions

y

Sheet Muse

Company

Express

SOAP

l'e

the Flag.
"And so, in national affairs, every
patriot regards the flag of his country.
Of itself, it is but a piece of clot- hcotton or bunting or silk but it sym
bolizes one's own country, the nation
to which he belongs; all tihat the patriotic heart holds most dear. Under
it, it is a joy to live and a joy to die.
In battle the fiercest struggles are
around the national banner. If one
color bearer falls, a comrade leaps to
grasp the falling standard; if he is
stricken down, a dozen rush to fulfill
the sacred trust. Lives are as nothing
to protect the (honor of the flag.
"And that is so, even when the
may be a despotism, and its gov
ernment an oppression and a curse,
"How fortunate are we then in this
America, that we may not only glory
in our flag, and the most beautiful of
national banners but rejoice that it
is unsullied by shame or oppression,
but represents the highest principles
of free institutions, personal liberty
and equal rights.
"What a glorious history it possesses ! From the early days when it represented but a narrow strip of half
settled country along the Atlantic
And So

fells Fargo k

CUTICURA

n

A

33S22

KEEP BABY5

,
know lie conies from
a state famed
for taking
things daughter and applause), tan-- ;
didly I would not be greatly surprised
it" Mr. Burke had
the whole postal
department moved down here. (.Mun

gentlemen

The governor concluded by alluding
to the presence of former Governor
And Exercises Over Post Office Thornton and the other
and said that he welcomed every one
Flag Were Most
at the cekbration in behalf of the tetInspiring.
ritory.
I
Mayor Seligman.
"While the school
children
Mr. Otero then arose and introduced
sang
"The Star Snangled "Banner" and Mayor Seligman as the master of cere- midst the applause of a large throng monies for the remainder of the progathered in front of the postoflice, gram. Mr. Seligman delivered a briel
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, state regent speech. He said:
of the Daughters of the American Rev"Ladies and Gentlemen When I be-- I
olution unfurled the stars and stripes came mayor of your city I did not
yesterday afternoon over the post- - know what the office meant, and 1
ofuce building. The untuning was the; have found its duties arduous. But
climax of an interesting program of hope to have the citizens back of me
patriotic speeches by Governor Mills, for the advancement of the city.
former Governors Otero and Prince am proud of the way the citizens have
stood back of Mr. Burke, your post- and by Mayor Seligman.
The exercises were arranged by master, and encouraged him in the
Postmaster Edward C. Burke who re-- 1 improvements .e has tried to make in
management, ot your postal af
ceived from Washington recently a r"
Hag for the local postoffice and had fairs
"Now a word to the school children.
Siates.
erected a steel pole on top of the presRemember the name Doan's and ent building from which to unfurl it. I hope that after school is over you
take no other.
Surrounded with bunting, the speak- children will do all you can in yom
ers, and former Governor Thornton, own way, to add to the beauty of the
members of the D. A. R. and others city. Every child can heln :ini cvorv
bit helps, it is our duty to
FRATERNAL SO
sat on an improvised grand stand and
about 4:30 p. m. the exercises began make Santa Fe a city of beauty and
the presence of a large throng of eve ry effort will he amply rewarded.'
MASONIC.
Governor Prince.
Santa Feans.
The last speaker on the program
Tne First Regiment Band played
Montezuma Lodge No
stirring, patriotic air, followed by thejwas former Governor L. Bradford
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg song "The Red, White and Blue" sung Prince.
His address was most inter-bcommunications
ular
the school children led by Miss esting. He said in substance:
first Mondiy of eac) Alonzo, the head ot the music depart- - "It seems a universal trait of human
month a Masonic hal ment in the schools. The children nature that man is more strongly
at 7.30 y. 12.
sweetly and were ably assisted fluenced and his heart more deeply
H. H. DORMAN,
by a bass sextette of boys perched on stirred within him by the emblem and
Acting Master. top ot a building opposite tne grana symbol that represents some great
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
stand. Former Governor Otero de- principle or high belief than by the
livered the introductory address in most eloquent statement of that prinSanta Fe Chapter No. 1, which he complimented New Mexico ciple itself. The human heart seems
R. A. M.
Regular con- on its patriotism adding: "We are to yearn for some visible embodiment
vocation second Monday of proud to say that New Mexico sent of that which it loves and reveres. So
each month at Masonic more soldiers to fight in the Spanisu-America- n it has been
always and everywhere.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
war tihan did any state."
In the first records of warfare we
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. (Applause.)
Mr. Otero referred to the have 'armies with banners.' The
"three last governors of New Mexico" Macedonion
.ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
of Alexander and
and said that while he hoped that the Roman phalanx of Caesar clusterlegions
Santa Fe Commandery No. Governor Mills would be in truth the ed around the standards
and banners
1, K. T. Regular conclave last governor of the Territory of New which
natheir
represented
respective
fourth. Monday in each Mexico and that the territory will
tions and they would rather perish
month at Masonic Hall at soon become a state he added: "If
we do not get statehood let us con- than yield them to their foes.
7:30 p. m.
"It is the same in religion. From
tinue to hope that Governor Mills will
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
w. E. .GRIFFIN, Recorder.
continue to the 'first governor' of the the time of Mahomet to the present,
territory." (Applause.) He then in- the followers of the Arabian prophet
have reverenced the Crescent. What
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 troduced Governor Mills.
it it? Of itself nothing but a part of
Ancient and Accepted
14th degree.
The Governor's Address.
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
Cheers greeted Governor Mills as he a circle. But to them it is the symbol
of their faith. And so under its standon the third Monday of each month arose to speak. He said in part:
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in "Ladies and. Gentlemen I hardly ard they marched to victory or to
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. know why I should have been select- death; crossed the Red sea, conquerVisiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- ed to deliver an address at the un- ed Egypt, traversed the burning sands
dially invited to attend.
furling of this flag for I have been of Africa, occupied Spain and entered
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
here such a short time. However it France; and on the other side marchVenerable Master. has always been a pleasure for me to ed to the Tigris and .the Euphrates,
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
visit Santa Fe for no city in Me ter- the Indies and the Ganges; to the CasSecretary.
ritory has a more hospitable people. pian sea and the Byzantine straits;
There is no city where the men are conquered Turkey and Greece and
B. P. O. E.
more gallant and where the ladies are half of Hungary and made their capi-to- l
'Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., fairer. (Prolonged applause.)
at Constantinople, where it still
tolds its regular session on the sec"My friends, it gives me keen pleas- remains.
ond and iourth "Wednesday of eacn ure to see the children here and hearThe Cross.
month. Visiting brothers are invited
ing their sweet voices and gazing on "To the
the cross is the
A. J. FISCHER,
Christian,
and welcome.
I
am
their innocent faces must say I
of
Ruler.
most
sacred
Exalted
symbols. Literally, it
J. D. SENA,
surprised when I recall the story I
at right angles.
two
lines
is
but
placed
Secretary.
one
whole class of these
heard that
children played truant not many days But to the Christian it represents all
that is noble in life and glorious in
Knights of Pythias.
ago. (Laughter.)
of
No.
Fe
2, Knights
Santa
Lodge
"It is unnecessary for me to go into eternity. With the cross before his
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d the historv of tlhis flae which vou love eyes, tne martyr nas gone joyiuny 10
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I. so much and which you know so well. h':s death with no fear of axe or ta
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- Y011 know that when the flae was first got; or has sunerea sereneiy an im
ing Knight's invited to attend.
made the original intention was to tortures which, the malignity of man
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
add a new star and a new stripe for could invent. Under its banner, the
JOHN K. eiTAUFFER, K. R. S.
each state admitted into the union. But C.'iisader.s, men, women and children, Vinit was found advisable to leave the with the shout of In Hoc Signo ConThou
Shalt
This
ces.
Sign
are
Pills
(In
antiseptic, 13 original stripes and simply add a
Foley Kidney
tonic and restorative and a prompt new star for each state."
quer), with toil and suffering, traversed southern Europe and eastern
all
to
corrective of
The governor then paid a tribute
urinary irregularities.
Asia to rescue the Holy Sepulchre
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-- j the postmaster of Santa Fe saying:
from
the infidel and tens of thousands
to
Burrows & Co.
occasion
"I take this
congratuileft their lDneS whitening, on the
plains of Palestine, as a memorial of
their faith and zeal.
"For its cause, the missionary today
leaves home and friends and risks his
life among savage tribes; while to
the Christian at home nothing is so
inspiring as the cross borne higlh aloft
on the spire of some stately church
or cathedral.
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stained banners that represented

Banr

A book on Rheumatism, and a trial
treatment of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
Remedy liquid or tablets is being
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop, of
Racine, Wis. You that are well, get
this book for some discouraged, disheartened sufferer! Do a simple act
of humanity!- Point out this way to
Point out
quick and certain relief!
this way to quick and certain relief!
Surprise some sufferer, by first getting from me the booklet and the test.
He will appreciate your aid. Sold by
-

s

& Co.

Nearly Every Man and Woman at
one time or another has printing to be
done and if the work is to be first
class the New Mexican job printing
department can fill the bill. Why get
printing that isn't first class, any way.
since appearance today is of such Im

portance?

0. BARNES. Aaent

LIWEHY STABLE
Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Meed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Gaspar Avenue

v5

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

AV

Santa Fa,

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
N. M.

Catron Block

vic-

tory, peace and union." (Applause)
"Truly to have such a flag is a glori- ous heritage. We have received it
unsullied, let us pass it on even increased in glory.
Cloud of Regret.
"But one cloud of regret dims the
clear sky of our rejoicing. The flag
contains but 46 stars, when we feel
that there should be 47. Let us hope
that before the anniversary of this
day, that star will have appeared on
the azure field; a star far from the
least in beauty and glory the star of
the Sunshine State, New Mexico."
(Applause and cheers.)
Then followed the unfurling of the
flag by Mrs. Prince and as it rose to
the top of the mast and fluttered in
the breeze the audience cheered. The
children sang again and the band
played "The Star Spangled
concluding the pretty ceremony.

Stripling-Burrow-

J.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Isand the Atchison,
land Railroads
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 9 a, m., arrive in

the rate of

$3.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comRoswell at 3 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosLeave Roswell at 10:30 a. m., arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
In Vaughn at 3 : 30 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

J. W. STOCKARD, ivjanagzr
TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con
nect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also , No. 3 from the east, re
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con
nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
passengers for No. 2
pass
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6 : 30 p. m. with No.
l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounA SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED
Returnand Nos. 4 and 8
team, is what we seud out from this ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 &. m.
LIVERY.
We send a driver, too, if desired.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
What more invigorating than a lively
Train
leaves for the north at 10:15
spin over the smooth roads on a clear, a. m. "
bright day.
Train arrives from the north at 4
It being Spring makes the occasion p. m.
more enjoyable.
Take a ride and he happy.
New Mexico Central.
Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
Train
leaves
WILLIAMS 4 RISING
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, m.
east-boun-

east-boun-

-

d
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of this district wanted a hearing
on the charges i hat had been found
to be untrue. The committee at first
refused but finally assented to a hear- THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
on Mav 12, bonis still under the
lius
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
so skillfully created, that
impression
Vice
President
Editor and President.
'the
of
Bar
this district or of this
.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasurerOf
for the privilege.
j territory asks
'
course, the jippointniont will be conEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
'firmed; there can be no doubt about
. . .$3.'i5
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
it. but in the meanwhile New Mexico
25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 is again discredited by tactics, that
Weekly, per year
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Daily, per month, by carrier....
1.00 one of the remaining
eight of the
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today
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7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
ness. But what do you, dear reader,
them?
call
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London did not know until eight
o'clock this morning that Kins Edward
had died. Santa Fe knew it last even-in- s
at eight o'clock. Great is the As
sociated Press!
e
like that at the
afternoon
flag raising yesterday
are to be commended and should be
held oftener. There should be less of
jingoism and more of patriotism; less
of fre crackers and more of flag rais
ings; less of ignorant hraggaaacio anu
more of intelligent patriotism.

Celebrations

R.

L,

J,

PALEN.

J. B. READ, Cashier.

President.

A, HUGHES,

--

Assistant Cashier

FRAKK McKAKE,

post-offic-

"Republican Bribe Givers" screech
es
an exchange in speaking of the brib
sent
to
'i he Xew Mexican holds no brief
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is
ery tcandal in the state of Illinois.
j
for Judge John It. McFie. To the "Democratic Bribe Takers" might well
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatt.)
Southwest.
who
among the intelligent and progressive people of the
paper itself, it is of little consequence be the retort of the Republicans
to have known where they
seemed
disthe
First
of
who is judge
judicial
could purchase votes at a discount.
trict, just so it is a man of the same
integrity, high motives and honor as
If you are in need of anything, try
But it does resent the
Judge
a New Mexican Want Ad.
grade. Beyond Cieneguilla, the road linfiiii-attac- ks
GOOD ROADS IN THE MAKING.
McFie.
It
upon Judge
lies on top of a level mesa and over
An object lsson goes farther than this the good roads commission has. knows that the members of the Bar of
columns of argument. This is especicompleted grading a splendid speed- the First Judicial District have asked
ally the case in good roads building. way in the shape of a tangent four for his
reappointment and that the WOODY'S HACK
To the average taxpayer the cause of miles
feet
wide,
and
'eighteen
long
Jugood roads does not seem a pressing with a gutter on each side to shed the members of the Bar of the Fourth
Prom
on
the
be
to
unanhe
almost
have
one unless
joined
happens
of it,' the old road dicial District
water.
Alongside
He
BARRANCA TO TAOS
road and is stuck in a bog hole.
looks like a baker's twist. This tan- imously. Republicans and Democrats
does not figure the loss to the comof
La
to
brow
the
V.
venerable
E.
Meets Both North South
alike, with the
Judge
gent goes straight
munity each year by reason of bad
which the eye Long a staunch Democrat at the head,
hill, from
Bounds Trains.
roads because the loss is distributed Bajada
sweeps over the Galisteo, Santa Fe in the endorsement. It knows that
over so many days and among so and
into
Rio Grande valleys merging
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Attorney General Wickersham looked
many people and is not paid in hard one great vista of trees and green minutely into the unfounded charges dhenorth bound train and arrives at
a
is
real
it
But
sum.
cash in a lump
Here that were made
fields, a superb view indeed.
Judge McFie Taos at 7 p. m.
loss nevertheless. But the average it is where the most striking object and recommended against
to President Taft
Ten miles shorter than any other
he
when
a
road
good
taxpayer knows
The old hi? reappointment. The President way. Good covered hack and good
the
lies
before
eyes.
lesson
sees one, and the man who runs an road was a
sixteen to sent in the appointment and it will be teams.
automobile feels the need of a good
slide down the hill cc, filmed. Isn't it about time therecent
per
thirty
road bed much more forcibly than the hard on teams and vehicles and im- fore that this unfair warfare
Tiling dene to aks 3?" as
upon
to
eenex
Comfortable,
mule
although
with
a
team,
farmer
When it Judge McFie. in which by reason of
3.
passable for automobiles.
him the loss is much less than it is to was
proposed to build a road up this his position he can not fight back,
Trip
the farmer.
6()o foot volcanic cliff, it was said to ceases, if for no other reason than for
Of late years. New Mexico's good be impossible, but Territorial Engin- the fair name of this city and terriroads commission has been giving ob- eer Vernon L. Sullivan and Good tory? Are there not laws to which
ject lessons in good roads building. It Roads Engineer Neal set to work with Judge McFie is amenable, if he is guilwas Governor Otero who started it by a will a few months ago and today ty of any illegal acts? Must this charbuilding the Scenic Highway, which the switchbacks over this cliff are al-- acter assassination go unresented for- unfortunately also has thus far fur- most compiled offering a magnificent ever
nished a lesson of the vacillating poli- thoroughfare wide enough for teams
cy in government construction, for it to pass each other on any portion.
11
'
"
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
lue
is not yet finished to the Pecos and with retaining walls of huge lava bouH
its most spectacular portions are be- ders that will outlast several genera- - jthat thel'e 18 ver-- llttle railroad c0"- - Returns Thursday and Friday.
dPieseill. iUrtllJ lines Ulf AGENCY"
tH,1o i l"lul
ing permitted to go to ruin.
tions, a smnnth snrfnnp
at O.K Barber Shop
but
the country does not
planned
commisAt. present, the good roads
turnouts and prospects from vantage
seem
to
have settled back entirely into j Mrs. F O. BROWN Agent
sion, however, is giving an example points that enchant the eye. This has
of good roads building on La Bajada been accomplished with the aid ol its wonted confidence. The backwardPhone No. 23 Red
(hill, nineteen miles south of Santa Fe, twenty convicts and an occasional lift ness of Congress in acting upon the
which should be viewed by every tax from the Pueblo Indians who worked recommendations of President Taft is
payer of this vicinity. In the first willingly and intelligently. The cost no doubt to blame for this for the
place the road from Santa Fe to Albu- is comparatively small while the bene- average investor, wants to know what
querque is an important commercial fit conferred is for all time. This the next day is likely to bring forth.
artery; it passes through many vil- piece of road will help to make a The following interviey in a WashingSHOP
lages and is much used. It is also a drive from Santa Fe to Albuquerque a ton paper is therefore to the point:
con"Charles Lantry, a railway
tourist road for it winds through pic- pleasure and will make automobile
For
turesque Indian pueblos, past a prehis- rides between the two cities a daily tractor and builder of Kansas City,
years the only
toric mound and communal house, occurrence. By July 1, this road will Mo., said that things were dull in railclass
tonsorial parlor
first
past the Perez monument and offers be open to travel and its opening way construction out west. He arriv
Fe.
in
many panoramas of picturesque scen- should be celebrated on July 4, with ed at the Wolcott yesterday.
" 'The contractors have been lookOUR NEW FITCH
ery. When once the Scenic Highway a great festival for it really means
to the Pecos is completed, then this a new epoch in the intercourse of ing for a good year,' said Mr. Lantry,
TREATMENT
to
the the two chief cities of the common 'and believe
from Albuquerque
road
start
will
soon,
up
things
Pecos, will become one of the most wealth. In the meanwhile, every one but so far with the exception of the s guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
celebrated thoroughfares in the west. should go out and view for himself double
tracking which the Santa Fe is other
Along it, will be found every type of this example of the splendid work that
scalp irritations. We also
and which
doing west of
a
line of all the
scenery peculiar to the southwest, the good roads commission is doing in it proposes to Albuquerque
continue all the way to carry complete
from the prosperous city of Albuquer- different parts of the territory, and
and
hair
facial
tonics.
"
popular
the coast there is little doing.'
que through the wide Rio Grande later on August 4, make the twenty- HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
valley and Indian pueblos, over the five mile trip to the Santo Domingo
BATHS BATHS BATHS
It is an interesting departure in the
more austere mesa covering the vol- corn dance, the most interesting event
from
work of the New Mexico Museum that
the
canic eruption
lofty of its kind in the world.
is announced today. It offers an opmountains to the west, to the historic
portunity of a realistic course in
capital, and thence into the very
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
WHAT DO YOU CALL THEM?
I. i a
..!!
heart of the Rocky mountains to altiwmcu
01
A,"t"MU Aicuaewugy
phone U8) wewillbeffladtocallfor your
Thirteen of the fifty or so attorneys cultured people
tudes of perpetual snow with pine
of Santa Fe will be laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
forests covering hundreds of square of the First judicial district, some glad to avail themselves. Each Mon-- ! and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
miles, to terminate at the finest trout time ago, asked that Judge John R. day there will be on exhibit some j
All work i9 guaranteed; your
stream in this section. The comple- McFie be not reappointed to the bench special collection of more than ordi- 90cks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
tion of this highway in itself, would in Xew Mexico. It was a privilege nary interest and arranged in such
extra charge.
make the administration of Governor that they had a right to exercise. manner as tn srive chance for eomnar- Mills a memorable one for all time to Their request was briefly worded and ison of types of workmanship among PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
come.
contained no specific charges or alle- prehistoric people in widely separated
On
It is only an hour's trip by auto- gations.
the
other hand, regions. It is a feature that should
mobile from Santa Fe to the brow of the great majority of the lawappeal to the students in the public
La Bajada hi.l. There is an exhilira-tio- yers of the district wanted Judge jand
other schools in this city as well
in the eating up of distances as .vict ie retained ana saia so. laree or
as to the general public. No charge
the automobile cleaves the space, but the thirteen who protested, quickly will be made for admission and the
there is also opportunity besides, to withdrew their names when they
museum hours will be observed
view the interesting scenes along the learned the animus of the opposition usual
As the exhibits will be given in the
road
to
the
the
sent
and
that beautiful
letters
way,
and
passing through
telegrams
Puye room, it should make
quaint and ancient village of Agtia effect to the authorities at Washing- that
unique apartment a Mecca for
Fria with its prehistoric communal ton and then strongly endorsed Judge
who happens to be in
building and mound, its old church, its McFie. Two others, have since signi- every visitor
the city on Mondays.
fields
with
of
havfied
sorrow
their
and
alfalfa,
for
plowing,
velvety
regret
on
and
cutting of alfalfa going
sowing
ing joined to make up that "thirteen"
all at the same time just now. Here (mark the number.)
It is to be hoped that the present
one may find conditions as they existImagine the chagrin of these, and board of education will not. let the va- ed a hundred years ago and unfortu of several others of the
remaining cation pass without giving the Fourth
nately, also many ruined adobe houses, eight, wften lately a pamphlet appear-- ! Ward its long promised modern school
'Where prices are lowest
mute proof that the older people are ed in print not only giving the brief building. It would be a splendid idea
dying out and the younger, ones are protest but many pages of charges, to equip this new building for manual
for sale quality"
seeking new fields. Beyond, the road of shadowy intimations, of calumny, ' training and with a school garden,
for several miles, is hard as rock over not; only against Judge McFie but Ground for it should be purchased at
the mesa which at this time is cov- against other officials and citizens. Of once. Lots that a
year ago might have
ered with blue verbena, purple lupines, course, the idea was to convey the heen
One Resolution to Make
for $400 are now $1,200,
bought
white poppies and other blossoms impression that the thirteen
much
whose; and the taxpayers are out that
among which meadow larks are trill- names appeared under the first pro-'oaccount of the dilatoriness of the
In
mountains
ing.
every direction,
test, also joined in making these ill-- ; hoard. Lots that today are $1,200, will
rear lofty heights, and directly in founded or unfounded
What other 1910 Resolu
charges, al- - by next
command $2,000 and thus
tion youmay make
front, loom the perfect volcanic cones though they knew little or nothing everv year
strucdays deiav in building the
at Bonanza and the famous turquoise about them and could not be persuador
mines at Turquesa, while looking ed today to sign them under any cir- ure, which will have to come sooner
Resolve now that you will
a
costs
later
the
anyway,
taxpayers
backward one sees seven peaks each cumstances.
are signed, in the considerable sum of
They
trade at KAUNE & CO. the
money. Building
over 12,000 feet high. Pretty Ciene-guilla- , pamphlet, by
"Secre. materials are
"Secretary".
all
the
time,
advancing
which will be submerged
by
coming year. It la a' resolualof what does not appear,
without hope or prospect of a decline
one of the two reservoirs that are tary" no
tion In your own Interest, for
doubt, the impression is to in
though
prices and each month's waiting
planned to impound the waters of the be conveyed that it is the secretary
It means the best possible
adds
to the contract price
Bonanza, Cieneguilla and Santa Fe, is cf the
thirteen, or of the Bar Associa- for a something
structure.
at the entrance of a canon formed by tion. It
modren
table supplies at lowest poswas
well
the flood waters of the Santa Fe hav- when the briefperfectly was known,
sible prices.
printed,
protest
ing cut through the volcanic rock. As that five of those thirteen had with
The death of King Edward is of
a matter of fact the Santa Fe disapto a
drawn their names. Yet, they are made great, immediate consequence
pears just below Agua Fria, but re- o
not only beneath the quarter of the population of the globe.
in
full,
appear
appears at Cieneguilla and flows down
"s Think It over isn't KAUNE
home
to La Bajada where its waters are protest, but by inference also attack- With a constitutional crisis at
British
& Co, the logical Btore for you
used for irrigating the extensive al- ing Territorial Auditor Sargent and and with unrest, in India, the
Al- to patronize tluoiifrh T910.
falfa and corn fields. Cieneguilla lies other officials and subscribing to empire is creaking in every joint.
at the bottom of a steep hill and charges which most of them know to most 70 years of age, Kind Edward
.
after a rather picturesque career, had
here the automobile meets the first be untrue.
settled down into a conservative reign
not
did
But
offense
this
there,
stop
in
the
difficulty
shape of a fourteen to
sixteen per cent grade in a narrow, Judge McFie was reappointed after in which his tact counted for muchstony road. Here is a striking object thorough investigation of the charges and helped to maintain peace and orlittle with the
lesson of the work of the good roads and these were found to be untrue der. lie meddled
his vast num- of
actual
work
motives
that
governing
by
commission, for it is not only cutting and
inspired
& COMPASY
as
the
task was in
but
down the grade to less than eight per some
men call "honorable." The ber of subjects,
cent but is at the same time shorten- other day a telegram was addressed strong hands this wa3 commendable,
ing the stretch of road more than a to the senate committee on judiciary This also, may make a change in the
than it
mile by following a draw down to the which by inference conveyed to the ruler of less consequence
Santa P'e river, that offers, natural committee the impression that the would have been otherwise.
i
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OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
$150,000
80.000

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

in all its branches.
on all kinds of
terms
favorable
most
Loans money on the
bonds and
sells
and
personal and collateral security. Buys
Buys and sells
stocks in all markets for its customer.
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
of
private Interest allowed on time deposits at the, rate three
.Liberal
per cent per annum, on six months'; or years 'tinie.'
advances made on consignments of livestock, and products.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
p nuDiic is respeciuuy soucuea.
p
'
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transacts a general banking business
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IMPEHIAL LAUNDRY
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WLLL'AM VAUGHN pROP,

Cuisine and
Table Service
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For Best Laundry Work
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the Best Hotels

One of
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PALACE HOTEL
in

the West

Large Sample

Room for Com-

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
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AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN.
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J. E. LACOMD

Commodious

Sample Room

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,
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THE REST.

DO
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WP ATP

FULL C0URSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
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Serving

Ourlncreasing patronage Is the
best proof that we me rit yours.

THE HOTEL COFtONADO

G.LUPK HERRERA
Proprietor

i

Co.

Si,
GROCERS

'

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men, fllve us a trial If you want first class service.
Corner of Water St.
and Don Caspar Ave.

WWI.

GREGG Prop.

n

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE 26

HERE IS

A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE
NAVAJO, CHI MAYO BLANKETS,
INDIAN BASKE i S MOQCJE POTTRRY
Don't
Fail
to
Call
and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
ill Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Many

.

other
articles
that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.
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IN LIFE'S MAY DAY

AND TOUR RAT DAX THEN
RUT MONEY IN THE BANK

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

302
Arthur Dodd of Stan'on, Texas, is
a sightseer in the city.
I. C. Crawford, a bridge builder of
Pueblo, is at the Claire.
C. E. Vinson, a stationery salesman
of Chicago, is at the Palace.
L. H. Putney, a book salesman of
Dallas, is here on business.
A.

Washburn

W.

Springs

is here on

of

mm

Colorado

in Your

business.

-

here.

i

O.

When! you paint you want QUALITY and goods that
WEAR. Our paints are made from the BEST white

ESTATE

Valley's absolutely sure.
We have a very attractive list of ranches for
$700.00 and up, which should attract the
most particular buyers.

INSURANCE
THE

St.

For full particulars call or
address the above company

Phono
I1HMG.

RflH
RCU

Kn 'IRQ
BU. 103

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

Dealers in FiTT;f"rr

np

FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rags FOR THE HOUSE
All kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
go-car- ts

j

They are .GREAT.!!.

Look over oar stock and see if there isn'c
something to interest you.

Ornamental

Doors.

m mm

brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.

H. R. Hobart, of Chicago, brother of
E. F. Hobart, of Cemllos
Road, is at Gregg's hotel. Mr. Hobart
is editor of the Railway Age.
Superintendent of Public Instruc-- j
tion J. E. Clark who is visiting the1
public schools of Grant county, is
expected home on Monday evening.
E. H. Salazar, publisher and editor
of El Independiente at Las Vegas, is
in Santa Fe visiting his sisters, the
Misses Manderfield and Mrs. George
W. Armijo.
The dance at the Woman's Board of
Trade Thursday night was decidedly
a pleasant, affair enjoyed by 28 couples.
The music was furnished by the Morrison orchestra.
Special Agent Marsh of the census
bureau left yesterday afternoon for
Sandia, Jemez and outer Indian pueblos south and west of here to look
after the census of the Indians.
On May 24, the Woman's Board of
Trade will give a musical entertainment for the benefit of a fund to com
plete the Rito de los Frijoles room
in the New Mexico Museum.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince has been
invited to deliver the commencement
address at the annual commencement
of the University of New Mexico, at
Albuquerque on May 20.
William T. Smith, who spent several
months in this city and Albuquerque,
has left for his home at. Jefferson City.
He expressed himself much delighted
with Santa Fe, its people and climate.
Joseph Spinden, interested in archaeology and who is in the employ
of the Ethnological Society of New
York City, returned to his home yesterday. He has been in Santa Fe
and vicinity for three months and will
return here in September to continue
his research work.
A delightful luncheon was given
Tuesday at the executive mansion by
Mrs. William J. Mills. Covers were
laid for twelve and the table decorations were pink carnations and asparas
gus ferns. Tihe guests were
Malleson, Bergere, Walter,
Prichard, Fiske, Palen, Charles Bishop, Rolls, Cart wright, Shearon
and

General

Fruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuque

119 San Francisco

We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,

business.

(Established 1882)

R E A L

lead andPURElinseed$ oil, a combination that lasts
for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.

TRUST CO.

WATSON & COMPANY

MEXPtRIEflCEg

m

w.

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wcod is
perfect in every particular aDd
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
' by carpentars and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
hereabouts
tects
particularly
mention our Lumber in their
s pacifications.

to the fact that we handle only a line
of drugs and remedies known to be
pure and efficacious; and that our
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Every
thing that ought to be in a first class

and the table decorations were yellow
and green. The guests remained until a late hour and thoroughly enjoyed
the affair at which both Dr. and Mrs.
Sloan displayed their well known hospitality. The guesls were: Governor
and Mrs. Mills, Secretary and Mrs.
Jaffa, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Seligman,
Mr. and Mrs. James Seligman, Mr. and
Mrs. S. Spitz, former Governor Otero,
Mrs. Bergere;
Samuel Cartwright,
Mrs. Robert Ervien, William Bayer
and Mrs. A. B. Renehan.

After Two Years of Prohibition West-villIII., Has Returned to its
Old Ways Superstitious
Saloon Keepers.
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FREE BEER AND
WHISKY ON MONDAY.
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Danville, 111.. May 7. In a stormy
meeting of miners in Westville every
effort toward concilation was blocked
by a small faction composed, the mine
officials say, of men who have but recently come into the district. A number of violent speeches were made.
While yesterday was the date on
'
which under the result of the recent
election the liquor places were allowed to reopen after having been closed
for two years, only two or three did so
because, it was reported, of a superstitious dread of Friday. Monday a
score or more saloons will be ready
for business, it is said.
There also is a report here and in
Westville that on Monday there is to
be a grand "carnival" to celebrate the
resumption of the traffic and that on
that day beer and whisky will be
given away.
John S. Walker, president of the
United Mine Workers of Illinois, will
address the Wrestville miners at an
open air meeting to night.

Abbott.
Druggist

A. J. Fischer was at Richmond, Virginia, attending the meetings
of the American Pharmaceutical Asso
ciation which is holding an important
congress. The New Mexican is in
receipt of a copy of the Richmond
journal telling all about the interesting doings of the big congress. Mr.
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KNOW WHO THESE LITTLE GIRL.S

TELL THEM dY
ARE? YOU CAN ALWAY-THEIR CLOTHED.
WE HAVE NEW LINE LINEN AND GINGHAM
UP
WA.SH DREES AGE 6 To 16-65- C,
LINEN 5UIT-5 AGE 12 To 16 FROM $4.50
To $6.00. THEJE GooD-- OR PRICE-- CANNOT BE DUPLICATED ANYWHERE.

T0WNSEND & CO.

N.

drug store you will find here, at Fischer represented the territorial
pharmacy board at the sessions.
prices that are satisfactory, and, in
Mrs. V. L. Bean gave a delightful
the very best qualities.
card party at her home Thursday after-- ,
noon to the members of the Bridge
& Company.
club and others. Assisting Mrs. Bean
were Miss Anita Bergere and Miss
Where your dollar buys the most.
Susan Weltmer. The following were
the guests: Mesdames Prince, Jaffa
McFie, Brookes, E. C. Abbott, Ervien.
Walter, Prichard, Bergere,
Spiiz
Chocolates
Weltmer, Fiske, Renehan, James
Pain and Harry Pain of Kansas City. Frost, Hall. Sargent Shear-oMade in New Mexico.
and Miss Pain. Mrs. Bean will entertain again at cards Thursday.
Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Sloan gave a dinner Wednesday night in honor of Governor and Mrs. Mills at their home in
FISCHER DRUG COlf
the suburbs. The house was prettily
decorated with ferns and cut flowers
STRIPLING-BURROW-

CO,

Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.

Mes-dame-

WE POINT PROUDLY

Boosto

SHINE" insidejfinishes,

SAVE PART of tihe money you make and put it' In the bank.
five dollars a week in our bank and in twenty-fiv- e
M Candelario, X Y. Candelario and
years this sum arid
the interest on it will be a SNUG FORTUNE.
Martin Candelario, all of Albuquerque,
are registered at the "coronado.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
The Fifteen Club will meet on next
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Frank P.
Xewhali on Johnson street.
BANK &
Joseph B. Warner and Earl M.
Cranston, Denver attorneys, are at
the Palace. They are here on legal

UNITED STATES

Mo

if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUN-

i

"

a

THE sesson for painting and decorating is at hand
and what ycu want is GOOD, RELIABLE, purej and
lasting paints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake

1

E. P. Ferguson, representing a Cincinnati undertaking house, is at the
Palace.
L. M. Carson of the Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester, is at the
Palace hotel.
Former LT. S. District Attorney Earl
H. Cranston 01 Denver, is in Santa Fe
on irrigation business.
H. C. Schrodier and Mrs. Schrodier
of Oakland, Cal., are sightseers regPut just istered at Gregg's hotel.

Ynil MIGHT NEKO IT1 WWi

tee's

"Put a Little

H. Ham- Smith and L. S. Day of
Denver, are registered at the Claire.!
A. S. Smith, salesman for a rubber!
eomi;my, of Denver, is at the Palace.
.T. S. Hunter,
a drug salesman of
Kansas City, is calling on the trade

C- -
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REPUTATION bUILDER--

S

Charles W. Dudrow

Unsurpassed

til

Sol-igma-

GARDEN

n

i

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
SSf.

R, V. BOYLE

1

ti

W8C3T

Mi?r,

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS,

V

POULTRY

YARDS

Hour Electric S ervice
n and After March 1st.
p those' dafrk pi flwS
Santa Fe Water

AND

light

and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

ARK KKLT.TNG ni'T!
KKES H LAI I) K(j(nlS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes." Chiekens
are yarded In the orchard
tinder the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
KGGS FOR HATCHING.
CLiREJDON

M 8$&K

and

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

and

space next week for Electric Irons
and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
XS

Company
est

S13

''I
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PAGE

them by the Model License
League in placing them on the same
moral plane with themselves, viz: that
they will violate any law if it pays.
In this article they admit the enoramount of liquor consumed, they
mous
USE.
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL
admit they do not want high license,
One of the most valuable qualities of Mother's Friend is
and
they admit they are
the future health of the mothe.. Tt is a
that it
of
the
mayors
this
ask
of
face
in the
liniment to be applied externally to the body, the use of
to be a little easier on them,
cities
which lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands
give them a little more profit, promisand ducts, prevents lunps forming in the breasts, and relieves the pain, nervousing (in the face of their statement
ness, nausea, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer. thai they will break the laws for
When Mother's Friend is used regularly it fits and prepares the system for an
money), to not break them so badly,
easy and natural consummation of the term. Women who massage with this if
they will do so.
great liniment are always saved much suffering when baby comes, and recover
they expect their word taken,
Why
more quickly, and without ill effects. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores.
will not continue to break tue
that
they
7Jook
our
fre
for expectant mothers.
Write for
laws for more money, because a little
THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GS. is saved them in taxation, when they
publicly acknowledge that they will
break the laws for money, is a question they leave to your imagination, as
HOTEL ARRIVALS
it would no doubt be difficult for them
W. C. T. 0. NOTES.
to say.
Palace;
All in all, we should think the Model
A. S. Smith, Joseph B. Warner, Earl
would know, what
The
Eagle,
of
In
issue
Saturday's
M. Cranston, Denver; L. M. Carson,
their
organs have long since
Afflv 7th. u p not ice an article head most of
CincinRochester; K. P. Ferguson,
least is easiest mend- it
the
that
which
in
learned,
.1.
S. Hunter, Kansas City; C. ed "Renewed Activity"
nati:
...1u.
inetifv ml PVU
"W.,,
nnnnt
u
ums
K. Vinson, Chicago; L. II. Putney, Dal seems tne liquor interests are
j
to
show
they
that
las.
considerable lengths
Claire.
are a benefit to society and will, right- If j.our stomach Heart, or Kidneys
M. lines, Albuquerque;
I. C. Crawy treated, ue an examine ior uaim- are weaj try at least, a few closes oniy
ford, Pueblo; H. Harry Smith. L. S. ers, merchants, etc., to set ueiuic Qf Dr Si100)s Restorative, in live or
Day, Denver.
themselves.
ten davs onlv, the result will surprise
Gregg.
strenuous effort in face of y0u. A few cents will cover the cost.
this
Why
H II. Hobart, Chicago; II. A. Buckthe facts (according to their state- - And here is why help comes so quu.iv
ley, Albuquerque; 11. C. Schrodier and menU that the prohibition wave is ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the btom-acMrs. Schrodier, Oakland, Calif.
nor stimpulate the Heart or Kidshowing unmistakable signs of sub
Coronado.
out
Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
are
the
finding
neys.
and
siding,
people
G. (!. Shane, Alamosa; Cosme
It directly to the weak and failing
not
does
that
prohibit?
prohibition
StanPojoaque; E. E. Schaeffer,
has always been a great mystery why, nerves. Each organ has its own conley; M. Candelario, J. Y. Candelario
if more liquor is sold under prohibi trolling nerve. When these nerves fail,
and Martin Candelario, Albuquerque.
so much the depending organs must of neces-stition that under license,
falter. This plain, yet vital truth
money is always expended to prevent
For More than Three Decades.
as
and
acknowledge
clearly tells why Dr. Shoop's Restorathey
prohibition,
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a it is the thing that pays they are after, tive is so universally successful. Its
household favorite for all ailments of it. would surely
pay better to sell more success is leading druggists everythe throat, chest and lungs. For m-- I liquor and pay no license.
where to give it universal preference.
fants and children it is best and safest
A test will surely tell. Sold by
milstate
destroys
They
prohibition
as it contains no opiates and no harm
& Co.
revenues.
Is
lions of property and
ful drugs. None genuine but Foley's
breweries
and
that
true?
Buildings
Honey and Tar in the yellow package. answer
equally well for other lines ol
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling- business, and improve in value as well.
Burrows & Co.
Grain consumed as food certainly renpaid

It,

Louis Rocky

cific

&

Company.

Railway

safe-guard-
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Ky, t rain No. 12 arriving in Dawson, X, M- at 6:15 p. in
Ky, train No. 123 lvuviiiK Uawsou N,M. at 9:55 a. in.
meets trains at l'rostou X. M.
DeMoines as follow:
arrive an J depart fromKOITNJI
SiUTTH
NORTH HOVNH:
No. 1, 4.4S a. in.
No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
Xo, 2. 11.11 p, in.
Xo. 7. 6 49 p. in.
Katon and Preston with C. S. Ry. at
Track eonneetion with A. T. A. S. F. Ry.ut
N
M. and Cimarron & Northwestern at
S. W. Ky. at Colfax.
lies Moines K
Cimarron. X. M. which is depot or following station Oeate, Miami, Kayado
and Red Lakes, N. M
1,'te I'ark, X. M. is depot for the following stations In X. M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
Haldy Klaek Lakes, Cerro, Klizabethlown. Lobo, Quesla, Ranchos de Taos, Ked
and Twining.
KiverCity. Tai pa, Taos
laily. fFlitii, 1 'aily except Sunday

Connects with K. I'. & S. VV.
iConne'ts with K. I'.AS.W.
SStntre for Van Houton X. M.
C.AS. l'iiss'MitJi'i' trains

1

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
Raton, N. r

J. DEDMAN,

Superintendent,
Raton,

N. M.

M.

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
Raton, N. M.

s

.

j
j

.

Her-rer-

a,

Summer Excursion Rates
LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,

$35.20
3 AN FRANCISCO

$45.20
One way via
PORTLAND or

SEATTLE,

$60.90
Dates of Sale,
July 2 to 8, Sept.

1

to

7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and
VICTORIA B. C.

$55.00
Dates of Sale, May 28t
to June 3rd, July 9th to
16th.

y

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Stripling--

Burrows

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

THE FORUM.

vJ

n,m,t!,

j

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.

'

--

j

El Paso Texas.

y

&

'

THE

1

GRIDE

Offers

Fe, N. M.

I

May 14 to 19, 1910

'

R

'

June 5th. 1910

edu-cess-

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE

Very truly,

w

OF

May 23, 24, 25

$75.10

j

&

Santa

REUNION

Santa Fe

i

For Rates and full information address

DENVER

RITES

For this occasion the Santa Fe will
make an open rate of one and one
Albuquerque, "X. M., May 6, 1910.
third
fare from all points in New
Paul A. F. Walter, New Mexican, San
Mexico to
ta Fe, X. M.
Dear Sir Your ediiorial, in the is
sue of the 5th "Uncle Joe", was both
DATES OP SALE
timely and well taken. The parallel May 21st, to 24th inclusive
was complete and quite illustrative of
RETURN LIMIT,
,
how little consideration is given to
the
of
mob
bv
the
following
MAY 28th 1910
facts,
demagogue.
The Rate
Our situation in New Mexico, is that Come to Santa Fe.
is Open to Everboby
we want many things from congress,
and will be more in line to get them,
by rubbing with the hair. Uncle Joe,
ATLANTIC CITY N. J.
is mighty important to have with us.
You will note by the press all over
the country, there is coming a saner Riuod
Yia
rnd
condition, as to conservation
most
means.
The
first
what it
important thing for the people all over the
country, to learn is that in the wis- GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
dom of providence, we are provided
with an unlimited supply of natural
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
resources, for us to develop to the
fullest extent possible.
Dates of Sale
The American Indians, were the first
conservationists. They let the natural resources be undisturbed from the
Return Limit
beginning of time in a natural state.
The true and only meaning of conservation, is to keep in a natural state,
to preserve.
I fully endorse the entire sentiment
expressed in your editorial.

ders more benefit to the consumer
than drunk as liquor. The two and
MONOPOLY. a quarter billion dollars annually ex- pended for drink would, if properly in- Ccnvention Held at City of Mexico by vested in homes, education, clothing
and food blin-- larSer returns than
or Democrats
!the revenue derived, in actual dollars
of Neighboring Republic.
and cents.
"VVt note
-they do not accuse prohi- S:n Ant!,, Tovn al, ,
rh a
bition
of
destroying millions or thou- cent convention of the Mexican antisanas ot people, tio not accuse it 01
rp.pipnttr.ni0t p
n!,ri
held in the City of Mexico, has demon- - destroying homes, do not accuse it of
'strate.l hat the Din nnrtv ho. hv nn fll"ng penitentiaries, poor houses, jails
means a political monopoly. A party and asylums.
Their statement that 23 gallons ot
platform was adopted and candidates
for the presidency and
spirituous liquor per capita is constim-wer- e
nominated. For the former Fran- - ed each year (which is at least conser- cisco I. Madero was chosen, while vative) is an appalling thing, 115 gal- Francisco Vasmiez Gomez was accept- - Ions to the average iamily of five,
!
Both these most of this undoubtedly consumed
ed for the
of this
men are now touring the republic in ajby the male member, one-hal- f
'
"tOQ TIP!
l
ll Qmniinl- fn ItaOK
1. ! -- 1.
!
TT1AQH
H.'Pllll
n
nr.r...n
nomnnJ.,
wv,w
111 W1I1CI1 CUllSCl
VclUSlll 3."U ttmuu1'
"iu
ailljcull
vj
a! moderation have been the key note. year, the other half in whiskies
are not indulged in and 'mated at $12.50 per gallon, which is
in a recent speech Senor Madero a low estimate as sold over the bar,
pointed out to his audience that the would mean about $720, making a total
Mexican people, before hoping to get of nearly $750 per year spent by each
better government would have to learn family for something that incapaci-hoto change governments without tates the drinker for work and main-- j
revolution. The fight is principally di- - tenance of his family, robs the fam- -'
rected against the
of Vice-- ! ily of the actual money for food,
President Ramon Corral, whom the re-- ' clothes and education. This amount
electionists have slated as the sue-- j would buy a little home, would
cate a son or daughter, provide innum- to President Diaz.
is a thousand
Since tne elimination of Governor able comforts, and it
as the act"al
worse
times
than
wasted'
Reyes last year the Democratic party
is
least of the
the
the
of
money
nf AteviPn
hart nr, ien,w wnrtw nf
evi
the name. While it is very improbHow any thinking person can
able that it will succeed in electing its
cile
the Passage of a prohibitory law
the party will serve a good
educational purpose. It will also see,aSainst murder with even death pen-thalties- and the licensing of the sale of
during the next election there is
a fair count. President Riaz is quoted something that will cause a man to
as saying that an opposing political commit muraer is a little queer to say
the least.
party is welcome with him and that
If it is right to prohibit murder,
it will have nothing to fear as long as
then
it is logic and sense to prohibit
detnot
and
are
its methods
peaceful
rimental to Mexico's welfare. The anything that causes murder. If It is
man for
Liberal, or Diaz party, has had no ser- right to hang a
ious opposition since the exit of the murder, the man who
Conservatives who vanished with the sells him what he knows may cause
acMaximilian regime. Such other par- him to commit murder, is certainly
has
been
is
When
and
cessory.
it
ties as have now and then sprung up
does
have been personal rather than politi positively shown that drink
.
90
what
all
cause
of
cent
per
crime,
affairs-men,
not issues, being the
cal
DIAZ PARTY HAS
NO POLITICAL

.

8

SCOTTISH

j

East or West

-

Keturn Limit, three months from
date of sale.

1,

BALTIMORE,

X. Y. Z.

CONTRACTING FIRM RESPON
SIBLE FOR ACCIDENT.

and Return

$69.30

recon-candidate- s,

01

Albuquerque,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
TO

Stations in British Columbia,
California, Idaho. Montana.
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

n

cold-bloode- d

'

A coro

justice of the peace, yesterday afternoon reached a verdict that
Jose Candelario, the man who died
from injuries received in a cave-inear Third street and Cromwell ave
nue, met nis death through delay in
proper bracing of the east bank of the
sewer ditch. The action of the jury
practically makes the contracting firm
responsible for the accident. A large
number of witnesses were examined
and the testimony was varied. The
contractors were represented at the
hearing by Mr. Glass of the firm of

-

FROM

N. M., May 7.

ner's jury convened by W. W.

Glags and
engaged in building
the sewer and by A. B. McMillen, well
to the $750 above mentioned, for the known
attorney. The remains were
'
actual cost of liquor per family, the interred yesterday at Atrisco.
A pain prescription is printed upon
cost of the above 90 per cent of crime,
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
it will total a sum before whi:h
The High Cost of Living,
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist and revenue
derived will sink into in
Increase the price of many necessiif this formula is not complete. Pain ,the
aBB&BSBBBBai means
significance.
ties without improving the quality.
congestion, blood pressure.
You will also note the saloon
Foley's
anyHead
Honey and Tar maintains its
pains, womanly pains, pains
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
never touch on the main issue.
standard or excellence and its
where get instant relief from a Pink
high
,the loss of life, the destruction and great curative qualities without any
Pain Tablet. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
degredation brought about by this increase in cost. It is the best rem& Co.
traffic, the corruption introduced into
edy for coughs, cold, crop, whooping
political life, private life, the misery, cough and all ailments of the
FIELD PRACTICE COMMENCES
throat,
its chest and
ABOUT JULY FIFTEENTH. insanity, idiocy that follows in
The genuine is in a
lungs.
and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
trail, there is no sort of a mantle with yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
San Antonio, Texas, May 7. This which they can cover this anrt the Sold by Stripling-Burrow-s
& Co.
vonrv fi.i,i
Leaves Kl Paso' 8. 00 a. m,
nf vn,t least attention called to it the better
aM
Loaves Santa Ke 8.45 a. iu.
Arrives Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
Arrives Hi Paso 10.40 c. iu.
them.
Sam Houston's garrison will com- Revenue is the only excuse they
Close connections at El Paso for points in Califormence about July 15, starting with an
active service march of 250 miles. The ever had for existence, and in this ar- nia, Somhern New Mexico and Arizoi a
usual target practice will be held at tlc,e- - they Plead for a Iower license
ALL POINTS EAST
and protest against excessive taxation,
Leon Springs military reservation.
Leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
in order to prevent them from breakArrives Kansas City 5,50 p. in. next day
Arrives OhicaKO 8.20 a. m. 2nd day
ing the law. Heretofore high license
and return
has been the plea, now they want
E. P. & S V and Rock Island traias carry Sleeplow, and thew may come to a prohibiing and Chair Cars.
tionist's stand bye and bye which
For information regarding freight and passenger rates, service, etc.
is no license. Xo nation or neoDle
145.
Hlk.or
Oillce
Phone
IauKhlin
Call at City
have a right to license an evil- pr,- No trouble to answer questions.
an injection of warn? water once every a hours hlbition and extermination IS the only
J. G. EADS
VIA SANTA FE
before i could have an action on my bowels, remedy.
Few people would have the
City Freight & Passenger Agent.
Happily I tried Cascarets, and today I am a well tprneritv tn ask a rePeai of laws pro-man. During the nine years before I used
Cascarets I suffered untold misery with internal hibiting murder, theft, incendiaryism,
piles. Thanks to you, lam free from all that etc., simply because people continued
(Ills znurillug xuu uu uac una ill LTCimil OI to break them.
Limit 60 Days
The New Muxrea. Printing Com- and merchants; good everywhere. We sufferins
humanity. B. P. Fisher. Roanoke. I1L
merWe presume tne Daniters,
will
5
in
sell
cents
hook
them
at
form.
on
Good.
of
Taste
hand
a
has
Palatable,
Potent,
largtV supply
Pleasant,
pany
chants, manufacturers, railway comDo Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
For particulars, See Santa Fe
If you are in need of anything, try ' 10c. 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genpads and tablets suitable fjtr acbool
panies, oil magnates and men in genC C C. Guaranteed to
tablet
uine
stamped
work, the desk, and also tir lawyers a New Mexican Want Ad.
930
core or your money back.
eral will Appreciate the compliment
Agents
SELLING

DATES

March 1st. to April

ew

1

5th

factors

i

VIA

iviexicoe ral

j
j

i

,to

SALT LAKE

atan11

CITY

Constipation

JuS2i,ba2,S35

$30.00

-

May, 28, 29, 30th

-

VIA. SANTA FE
DATES OP SALE

May 6. 7. 8, & 9th
Return Limit

June 1st. 1910
1,

0.

:

and Return

$60.30
DATES OF SALE

May 2, 3,8, 9 & 10
Return Limit

May 31st 1910
Gallon address.
H. S, IYTJTZ, Aeent
Santa Fe, N. M.

0T5
mm.

ALBUQUERQUE

and Return

$4.60
Account,

,

BALL GAME and RACES,
May 8th, 1910
DATES OF SALE

May 7th and 8th
RETURN LIMIT

May 9 th 1910
'Santa Feall the Way"

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN; SANTA FE,
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OF ALAMOGORDO

SENDS

IN

STRONG VETO.

He Opposes Lowering the Saloon LI
cense From Three to Thousand
Dollars a Year.

LETTER

Sure, Painless Method
No Pay UNTIL C'JROJf
No Fraud.
KaXRcy.

Any Tumor, I.ijrcr) or
Sort; on the Lo. face
or body fix mnr":s is

To the
Alamogordo, X. M., May
Board of Trustees of the Village of I.vice?. th;y
never.
t
Mil!
Alamogordo, X. M.:
As mayor 0f the vil- TcrmonLiis. Hundreds
Gentlemen:
'."hi TlTue you
I withhold my apof
Alamogordo,
lage
SAVTT)
Til KIR,
the
for
Xo.
WHITE
TO SOME
proval of Ordinance
following reasons:
LUMP
13 WOMAN'S
The ordinance is emit led "An Ordi- is certain deatn if neslected. itB?.AST!
poisons
nance Amending Section 9 of Ordi- deep into the armpit aud KILLS QLICKLY
We
send
for
$5
ycu
ttatient
nance Xo. 5" passed by board of trus- we treat vuo;e name every
you send first.
tees of the village of Alamogordo, ap- Describe your cas ard sret our$-J?)Code'
Dr. S. R. CHARLEY,
proved by the mayor on the 15th day Address
O 747 Q. Msire St. ICS AMGELF.S, CAL.'"
of March, 1910.
MAIL T!!iS TO SOMF
WiTH CAKCEU
The object of the proposed amendbe
to
ment is to reduce the amount
"M"
paid for a retail liquor dealer's license
from three to two thousand dollars time, went
through Albuquerque toper annum.
day in three sections. Each train conOn the 15th day of March last, by tained about thirty cars and in all.
a unanimous vote of the board of over 2,000 head of steers were transtrustees, amount for said license was ported. The shipments came from
fixed at $3,000. After that and on the the ranges in southern Xew Mexico,
5th day of April, 1910, an election was the cattle having been bought by
held for the purpose of electing village ranchers near Lamar, Colo. The catofficers, at which election the action tle will be ranged in that section
of the board in fixing the liquor li- this summer and placed on the marcense at three thousand dollars was ket this fall. The shipments were
fully ratified.
made up of yearlings and two year
It now appears that the Alamogordo old, and the cattle were in excellent
Improvement Company has succeeded condition.
in getting a majority of the board to
Cattlemen are authority for the
change their minds, and has secured statement that the biggest shipments
the passage of the ordinance reducing of range cattle for many years, are
the amount from three to two thou- now being made from the southern
sand dollars.
part of the territory. The cattle ownThe Alamogordo Improvement Com- ers are all reducing their herds bepany, a corporation, organized under cause the range has been overstocked
the laws of the territory of Xew Mex- and should the large number of cattie
ico, has, by a reservation in its deeds be continued, heavy losses would reof conveyance, provided that no intox- sult. The shipments it is said, will
icating liquors shall be sold in the tend to make better range, relieve the
town of Alamogordo, except on a cer- congestion in some districts and in
tain block of ground owned by the the long run, greatly benefit the catcompany, and from the time of its or- tle industry.
ganization as a town company, it has
mononolized the sale of intoxicating
What Everbody Wants.
drinks in the town of Alamogordo,
desires good health which
Everbody
and it is an undisputed fact that at is impossible unless the kidneys are
one time, the Alamogordo Improve- sound and healthy. Foley's 'Kidney
ment Company, because of its said mo- Remedy should be taken at the first
nopoly, received rental on its saloon indication of any irregularity, and a
exbuilding, a structure not worth to
serious illness may be averted. Fodollars,
ceed the sum of two thousand
ley's Kidney Remedy will restore your
of six hundred dollars per month. Xow kindneys and bladder to their normal
the Improvement Company complains state and activity. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
that it. can not afford to pay the sum
& Co.
heretofore fixed by the board. In other words, the Improvement Company
asks the board, in fixing the sum to
be paid for the license, to take into
consideration the number of drinks
HOW THEY STAND.
sold over the bar. Tf the board is to
National League.
take into consideration the profits to
Won. Lost P. C.
4
10
be derived from the business, then I Pittsburg
.714
5
12
.700
will suggest that the license be placed Xew York
9
.64:1
5
on sliding scale, o that the amount Philadelphia
8
7
.5:!:J
to be paid for the license shall be Chicago
6
7
.402
based upon the profits of the business. Cincinnati
9
6
.400
Then, if the municipal corporation Boston
11
5
.:u:!
should desire an increased revenue St. Louis
5
Vi
.27S
from the liquor traffic, it should pass Brooklyn
American League.
an ordinance requiring its officers to
Won. Lost P. C.
render efficient aid in building up the
4
10
.714
Philadelphia
traffic in the sale of drinks.
C
11
.647
As already stated, the Alamogordo Detroit
10
6
Cleveland
.625
a
created
has
Improvement Company
8
5
Xew York
.615
inmonopoly in itself for the sale of
.4.18
9
7
Boston
in
therefore
is
drinks.
It
toxicating
!)
6
.400
no position to complain of the former Chicago
13
6
.316
is
Washington
trustees.
It
of
action of the board
3
10
.231
an axiomatic principle of equity that St. Louis
THEY PLAY TODAY.
WHERE
come
"should
a party seeking equity,
into court with clean hands."
National League.
It has long been the policy of the
Boston at Brooklyn.
law to restrain the sale of intoxicating
Philadelphia at Xew York.
liquors. The evil of the traffic, both
Pittsburg at Chicago.
is
recogin
influence,
its
in itself and
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
of
nized by the courts. "The theory
American League.
the law is that it is to be tolerated
Chicago at Detroit.
only: never to be encouraged."
St. Louis at Cleveland.
An appeal has been made to me,
at Philadelphia.
W.'.shington
that unless the license is reduced, we Xew York at Boston.
will antagonize the Improvement Com"
pany. My answer to this, is that I
is the most clever little
will at all times both in my official silvered Coffee Strainer ever invened.
and individual capacity, support the Get one free from Dr. Shoop, Racine,
company in all its laudable undertak- Wis., by the Coupon Plan. The Cou
ings, but at the same time, I ask that pon and Dr. Shoop's new book on
the Alamogordo Improvement Com- Health Coffee sent to any lady remapany refrain from antagonizing a
questing them. You can trick any one
of
Alamogordo.
of
the
people
jority
by
secretly serving Dr. Shoop's Health
I have faith in the future of Ala- Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or
mogordo, but am not willing to assent your husband will declare he is drinkto the proposition that its prosperity ing real coffee and yet there is not a
depends upon the success or failure grain of real coffee in Dr. Shoop's
of a saloon.
Health Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and
On this question of liquor license, nuts give Health Coffee its exquisite
the Issue is squarely presented as to taste and flavor. Xo 20 to 30 minutes
whether or not the municipality or the tedious boiling,
viade in a minute.
Alamogordo Improvement Company Try it from your grocer and get a
shall fix the amount to be paid for pleasant surprise. 1 2 lb. package
liquor license. Believing as I do that 25c. Sold by Frank Andrews.
the power to fix the amount of license
is vested in our municipality, and be
lieving that a large majority of ourj CHURCH
people are in favor of the amount as
heretofore fixed by ordinance, I decline to affix my official signature of
Church of the Holy Faith,
approval to the ordinance providing
The Sunday after Ascension day,
for a reduction of the amount to be
May 8th, 1910. Sunday school 9:45 a.
paid for a retail liquor license.
m. Morning prayer and sermon 11 a.
BYRON SHERRY,
V.
in. Evening prayer 5 p. m. F.
Mayor.
Pratt Minister in Charge.
7

.
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Vti-

0c

McGwire, C.

J
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evening

TO REXT A
furnished fro it
room with use of ba'h. Lady rew,-l-

Chas. R. Easley.
Estancia.
EASLEY,

ft

E. C. ABBOTT

!

Suin the District and
Courts.
and
careful
Prompt
Grace Maud has a very disagree attention given to all business.
New Mexico
able habit of curling her lip when Santa Fe,
ever she sees me.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
Helen Curls her lip, does she?
E. P. Daviet
Well, that is more than she ever suc- A. B. Renehan
Attorneys-at-Laceeded in doing with her hair.
Practice in the Supreme and Dis-- i
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
NOT
SUFFRAGETTES
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe
Xew Mexico

....

preme

j

I

'

j

PRICHARD
Attorney and Consetlor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to casea
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, X. M.
G. W.

10c.

ENTREES.
Macaroni and Cheese 2oc.
Braised Leg of Mutton.
with Mushroom
20c.

TRAVELING MEN' making small
towns are making from $5 to $lo per
day carrying our pocket side line. For
particulars address 20th Century Mfg.
Co.. l.'IOS Wells St. Chicago.

logue sent free. If you will send with
your order names of five of your
friends who would be interested, we
WILLIAM McKEAN
will send you a package of flower
Attorney-at-Laseeds for each name.
E. W. FEE,
Mining and Land Law.
G W. Lead
21
Ave..
ITaos
Xew Mexico
Albuquerque. X. M.
W. A. FLEMING JONES
SALESMEN
THE
WAXTED
Bonds and Investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third MOST HIGHLY RATED AND BEST
KNOWN FIRM IX AMERICA, SELIr
Judicial District of Xew Mexico.
IXG GROCERIES BY SAMPLE TO
Eastern and local bank references.
HAVE AN
Las Cruces
Xew Mexico LARGE CONSUMERS
ORIGINAL PLAN TO OFFER A FEW
RELIABLE, INDUSTRIOUS SALESR. W. WITTMAN
j
MEN, IN EVERY STATE, ENABLING
Draftsman
THEM TO QUICKLY ESTABLISH
Helene I am keeping every birthOF
BUSINESS
Copies furnished of records on file A PERMAXEXT
even
day present I ever received;
ia the U. S. Surveyoi General's Office THEIR OWN, YIELDING A FIXE
those of my childhood days.
- - New Mexico IXCOME. GOODS SOLD SUBJECT
Mabelle Oh! I wish I might sea Santa Fe,
NO IN
TO FIVE DAYS' TRIAL;
them, dear. I just love antiques.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
OR
FOR SAMPLES
VESTMENT
COMMISSIONS AD
Public
OTHERWISE;
Notary
TOO MUCH.
SET
Office with the Xew Mexican Print- VANCED:
TLEMENTS; EXPERIEXCE UNNEC
ing Company.
Xew Mexico ESSARY; WE TEACH YOU THE
Santa Fe,
BUSINESS.
SALESMEN XOW ENGAGED
LINE
A
IX
SIMILAR
BLANKS
SHOULD INVESTIGATE THIS. REF- REQUIRED. JOHX SEX
Printed and fox sale by Xew Mexi EREXCES
&
& COMPAXY, IMPORTERS
can Printing Company, Santa Fe, X.J TON"
WHOLESALE GROCERS, LAKE &
Mex.
FRANKLIN STS., CHICAGO.
Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended Location
NOTICE.
sheet.
Certificate,
of Territorial Engineer.
Department
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Number of application 444.
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
Santa Fe, N. M., April 29, 1910.
sheet.
Notice of Mining Location,
Notice is hereby given that on the
Title Bond and Lease of Mining 22nd day of April, 1910, in accordance
Miss Old Girl This costume makes
Property, 2 sheet.
me look younger, does it not?
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
sheet. 1907, H. R. McGibbon and C. A. BishPlacer Mining Location,
Wr. Old Beau Yes by 50 years.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
op of Santa Fe County of Santa Fe,
sheet
Territory of New Mexico, made an apCASUAL OBSERVATIONS,
sheet.
Mining Deed.
plication to the Territorial Engineer
sheet.
of Xew Mexico for a permit to approMining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement,
priate from the public waters of the
sheet.
Territory of New Mexico.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Such appropriation is to be made
Affrom Santa Cruz creek and Arroyo
Power of an Attorney,
Seco at a point S. 41 degrees, 10 minfidavit and Corroborating
utes E. 9059 ft. dist. from S. W. Cor.
sheet.
Affidavit,
sheet. of Sec. 31 T. 21, N. R. 9 E. by means
Notice of Right to Water,
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of of diversion and storage and 1,000
acres feet is to be conveyed to Santa
sheet.
Notice,
Affidavit of Assessment, 2 sheet. Clara and San Ildefonso Pueblo Indian
grants by means of ditches and reserStock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals rearing Ven voir and there used for irrigation of
3,000 acres and domestic use.
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
The Territorial Engineer will take
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
this application up for consideration
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing on the 2Sth of July, 1910, and all persons who may oppose the granting of
Vendor's
Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
An Irish philosopher says that il we
must file their
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 1 4 the above application
do not strive for that which it out of
objections substantiated witlh. affidavsheet.
reach we can never get it.
its (properly backed with application
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
"Has he a large family?"
with the Territorial Enginnumber),
to
and
Drive
Gather,
Authority
eer on or before that date.
"Large! You ought to see his wife!'
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's
VERNON L. SULLIVAN.
sheet.
Brand,
Territorrial Engineer.
WISE M. D.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner''1
The Spanish edition ot the 1909
Recorded Brand, 2 sheet.
Laws of New Mexico are now ready
sheet.
Certificate of Brand.
for delivery.
Price: Paper cover,
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep.
Justice of the Peace, Blanks.
$4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
sheet.
Appeal Bond.
all orders to The New Mexican PrintAppeal Bond, Criminal, 2 sheet.
ing Co., Santa Fe. N. M.
Appearance Bond, '1-- sheet.
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
It is an admitted fact that real essheet.
(J. P.),
tate, financial men and merchants all
Bond of Appearance,
(District say that quickest and b"st results are
sheet.
Court),
obtained by advertising in the New
sheet. Mexican.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal
Rebound When excellent work can
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com- be done right at home. Consult the
sheet.
Xew Mexican Bindery.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, SumPatient Is my pulse all right?
If you are in need of anything, try
Doctor Can't tell. My v. atch is mons, 4 sheet.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
fast
-

-

Xew Mexico

-

....

I

....

nom-

inal; prime paper 4 4 (a 5
silver
53
lead and copper nominally unchanged; Mexican dollars 44; Amal.
6G; Atch. 19S
X. Y. C. 118
S. U. 125
TJ. P.
Reading 156
ISO
Steel 82; pfd. 117
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., May 7. Wheat July
105
Sept. 103
Corn July 62
Sept. 63
Oats July 40
Sept. 38
3--

5--

5--

5--

1--

3--

SEMI-MONTHL-

2

7--

4

8

1-- 4

2

$22.35; Sept. $22.37
$12.65; Sept. $12.55.
$12.37
40;
Sept.
2

4

1--

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, May 7. Wool unchanged.
Territory and western mediums 22&
24; fine mediums 1820; fine ll(gl4.
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, May 7. Cattle Receipts 1,000, including 600 southerns.
Market steady. Xative steers $6.25(ff

1-- 2

1-- 2

2

Non-Miner-

Non-Miner-

southern steers $7.257.60;
southern cows $3.406; native cows
and heifers $3.507.50; stockers and
feeders $46-60bulls $4.256.50;
calves $3.7oot8.2o; western steers
western cows $46.50.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 2,500.
teu to fifteen lower. Bulk $9.259.35;
heavy $9.P,09.40; packers and butch
ers $9.259.40; light $9.109.25; pigs
$S.508.75.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 1,000.
8.10;

2

1-- 4

;

4

1--

55.75-7.75-

1-- 4

Muttons $5.50 7.75;
lambs
fed western wethers and
yearlings ?68; fed western ewes
steady.

1--

$6.50(fi8.75;

?5.507.50.

1-- 2

Chicago, May 7. Cattle Receipts
300.
Market steady. Beeves $5.fi0(ffc

Texas steers $4.706.40;

CIGAR SALESMAN' WAXTED Experience unnecessary. Sep onr brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co.. Cleveland. O.

Offices.

Las Cruces

Sauce 20c

MONEY AND METALS.
York, May 7. Call money

LOST--Gol- d
rimmed glass with
gold chain and pin attached, between
Finder reposl office and my home.
turn and receive reward. Mrs. S. 3.
Grinishaw. Crant Ave.

!

j

MARKETkEPORT

8.35;

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.

50c
Practices in the Supreme and Dis-This excellent assortment valued at.
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S. half dollar for 10c.
With every order onr 50 page cataSurveyor General and U. S. Land

"TONGUE SLIPPED.

Roast Chicken with Dressing ;joc.
COLD
MEAT.
Cold Ham with Potato Salad 20c.
VEGETABLES.
Mashed Potatoes,
Steamed potatoes
Asparagus on Toast.
DESSERT.
Vanilla Ice Cream 5c.
Strawberries and Cream 15c,
Apple Pie, 5c.
Blackberry Pie 5c.
Bananas and cream 15c.
Sliced Oranges 10c.
Baked Apples 5c.
Tea 5c.
Coffee 5c.

,

office.

Attorney-at-La-

ROAST.

$12.32

Inquire at

n

BOILED.
Steam P.adacruda. Egg Sauce 25c.
BOILED.
Beef With Spanish Sauce 20c.

July
Lard July
Ribs July

rn-d-

l

To more thoroughly introduce our
choicest garden seeds we offer 10 full
five cents packages for 10c, postage
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
paid :
Attorneys-at-La1 Giant Russian Sunflower
5c
Practice in the District Courts a9 1 Mammoth
Dutch Cabbage,
Flat
well as before the Supreme Court of
5c
asure header
the territory.
1 Black
5c
Radish
Winter
Spanish
Las Cruces.
Xew Mexico 1 Cuban
5c
Queen Watermelon
1 Best Sugar
5c
Parsnip
C. W. G. WARD
1 Purple Top Globe
5c
Turnip
Territorial District Attorney
1 Acme Late Tomato
5c
San Miguel and Mora Counties
For
1
5c
Hubbard
who
Squash
are
women
of
the
Bobby Pa,
Las Vegas,
Xew Mexico 1 Rocky Ford Cantaloupe Musk-melothe hour?
5c
Papa Those, my boy, who eay
1 Golden Self Bleaching Celery.... 5c
EDWARD C. WADE
they'll be ready in a minute.

west-

1-- 2

1-- 4

2

2

k

Prayer meeting Wednesday
7:45. C. L. Lucas, Pastor.

Mexico

Attorney-at-La-

Every Yesnan

It V I., a.vpnt.
nfh.p hnf cutnrl atamn for
Illustrated hook waled. It Rltei
full particulars aud directions in;O.
valuable to ladles. M.VKV KL
h
44 Ku.t SSd Street. .NEW

....

Counsellors-at-La-

EASLEY &
Attorneys at Law.

L.

Pork

ure

FOR REXT 3 rooms furnished for
sleeping or light, housekeeping, 212
McKenzie St.

CATRON

Practice

Prime of Beef

SALE-Furnitof
four
Mrs. Dnuiulm, :;:;i Agua Fria.

Catron Block

-

Pre-emine-

1

&

Santa- Fe.

ern steers $4.856.85; stockers and
feeders $3.806.65; cows ancl heifers
$2.707.35; calves $68.25.
Presbyterian.
Hogs
Receipts 10,000. Market 15
BIG MOVEMENT IN CATTLE
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m. Chris- lower. Light $9.259.55; mixed $9.25
THROGUH ALBUQUERQUE.
tian Endeavor 6:45 p. m. Preaching (39.60; heavy $9.25 9.57
rough
service at 11 a. m. and 7:45 p. m. $9.209.35; good to choice heavy
of
7.
One
Albuquerque, N. M., May
bulk
Morning subject "The
$9.359.60;
pigs $8.909.50;
the largest shipments of cattle handled Name." Evening subject "What is $9.459.50.
by the Santa Fe railway for some Your Life."
prayer meeting Sheep
Market
Receipts 2,000.
Wednesday evening at 7:45 o'clock. A steady. Xative $4.25 7.80; western
cordial invitation to everyone to at- $4.507.80; yearlings $78.15; lambs
tend any and all these services.
native $7.259; western $7.259.10.
18 uiteresieu ana mould Know
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
about the wonderful
MARVEL Whirling Spray
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Worship
iiiciiiiti ryruice(
1U0 Ucw
11 a. m. Theme of Discourse: "Sons
xesfc ji est conven- lent. It cleanses of Consolation."
Senior League 7 p.
m. Worship. 7:45 p. m. Theme
of
.Ask onr rtrnsrsHtforit.
If
he cannot supply the
Discourse: "True and False Reports."
M A
n
K
Mid-wee-

CATRON

Chas. F. Easley,

SOUP.
Cream of Chicken 10c.
Soup served with meat order 3c.

5-- 8

Av'A'

Xew Mexico

-

-

Santa Fe,

RELISHES.
Sliced Tomatoes 10c,
Green Onions ue.
Chow Chow

Xevv

Santa Fe,

Office:

Dinner a la Carte.

K. C.

YfivvJ

mm

FOR
rooms.

Attorney-at-La-

Attorneys and

Co?onado Cafe

"Xo-Drip-

HfllCEMTS

.

Price, ('has. S. (2)
Reaves, Myrtle.
Ribera, Julianita.
Sullivan. A. E. (2),
TVnerio, Nicolas.
Telles Lucas.
Vaught. Herman.
Vayes, Lino.
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not.
E. C. BURKE,

BASEBALL.

1--

PAUL A. F. WALTER

15.

Walter

WMMd

ATTOLiNEYS AT LAW.
.V,

Monioya, l'aulina.
.Montoya, Ramon.
OHo Pablo.
Pierce. S. II.
Poe,

Professional Caws

!

Alvarez, Tomacita.
inackman, Dr. F. S.
Barnes, Will C.
Blackwell. Ollie.
liumgardncr, John.
Castillo ("eletino.
Denver Type Foundry.
Evans A. E.
Greening. T. L.
Garcia. Chonita.
Honsen, Mrs. Kitty E.
Hoott'ii, Walter 12)
Kennedy, Miss.
Lusero, Xazario.
Maher. Saliie.

M

page tMe;1ykgEt

FEMININE AMENIT1EX

LIST.

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
M., for the week ending May 7, 1910.
If not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington:

.

N". M.

'

''8

1--

2

1-- 2

2

2

1-- 2

4

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN', SANTA FE, N. M.

0 $L H

4

No

Minor City Topics

NO

4

(Continued From Page two.)
Sundays is l.idies night at the
Smoker Howling Alley.
new Navajo blankets,
Call and
--

GROCERY AND BAKERY

standard deigns Santa Fe Trail
Ciiiio Mun- S.K. corner plaza.

Mr. J. Kern late of Denver is
now in charge of our '

Harvey House Opening Tomorrow
the Harvey iioti.se at Lamy will be
thrown open to the public.
Gardens are ready to
The
supply while carnations for "MothCl.r.-endoi- i

"BAKERY DEPARTMENT"
Mr. Kern is

er's

first cliiss (ionium Imkcr of ninny .vein's experience, (live us ;i triiil older or iinytliir.K jcii limy
vili, pliiin or fjinry.
n

WE ARE READY TO "SHOW YOU."

F. ANDREWS

Phone No. 4.

Pione No. 4.

'

cu p

LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES

fe have

c4, p

just received our new Stock of this

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THSM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

Day."

Sale at Methodist Church This afternoon a .sale is in progress at St.
JcTin's Methodist Episcopal church.
New Advertisement
Attention is
called to the new advertisement of
the Santa re Trail Curio Company in
today's issue.
Commencement at Las Cruces The
Las Cruces public schools held their
cominencenitnt
yesterday. Thirteen
pupils graduated from the high school.
Professor Hiram Hadley made
the
commencement address.
Ten Year Old Girl Terribly Burned
The clothes of May, the ten year Old
daughter of Mr. and. Mrs. George
Gardiner of Magdalena, Socorro county, caught tire from burning paper
and the child was terribly burned. She
win probably recover.
Free bowling on Sunday, Monday
ana Tuesday at the Smoker.
Tight Lid for Roswell The proposed prohibition ordinance for Kos-wehas been published. It provides
a penalty for shipping liquor into
unless the package is labeled,
and also prohibits the keeping of liquor by any club in organization in
Koswell.
Smallpox at El Paso Says the El
Paso
"Condemned as a menace to health and a violation of the
city building and 'health regulations,
shacks on tne corner of Santa Fe and
Seventh streets will be wrecked by
the city. They belong to Jose
and several cases of smallpox
have been taken from them."
The Navajo blankets at the Santa
Fe Trail Curio store, SF. corner plaza,
are a choice lot. Just received. They
will go fast.
Too Many Ditches The good roads
commission may change the road into the city from Agua Fria and Albuquerque .so as to avoid line thirty or
more ditches which cross the road between here and Agua Fria and which
are utterly unnecessary.
In crossing
the road, many of the ditches break
tnrough the bank and wash out portions of the road. "Under the law, each
ditch would have to have a bridge
constructed across it.
Back From Denver Carl A. Bishop
of line real estate and insurance firm
of O. C. Watson & Co., has
just returned from Denver, where he went
on business and to attend a
banquet
given in honor of Judge Charles J.
Potter on Monday evening at the Albany hotel, to celebrate Judge Potter's
li

Kos-we.-

lib-raid-

EUGENIO ROMERO

BER& COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds

Lump, nut and

of building material.

mine run coal

YRDONHICKOX STREET, NEAR

NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

DEPOT.

Red Phone 100

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

Ol Iflfl
nnPT
r n.T i.i ii.in

assured

SATISFACTION

rnRRiric,s hapst i imp thkodore
LORRIOK. Prop

E

popffiifcas Baggies and Saddle Horses

--

SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1910.

fiftieth anniversary, as special agent
of the Aetna Fire Insurance Co. Two
hundred insurance officials were present and a very enjoyable time was
had. Mr. Bishop was called upon as
the representative of the Aetna, who
had come the longest distance, to
make a speech.
If you want Xavajo blankets right
from the reservation, call within the
next few days at the Santa Fe Trail
Curio store, S.K. corner of the plaza.
at Silver
Commencement events
City normal school:
May 6 Friday Field Day, Normal
Campus, 2. ni.
Parliamentary
Friday
May i:i
Contest Normal Hall, S p. m.
May 20 Friday Annual Literary
Contest Normal Hall, S p. m.
Baccalaureate
May 22 Sunday
Address "Ambition" Rev. J. H. Murray Normal Hall, 11 a. ni
Play-E- lks'
May 23 Monday Senior
opera house, 8 p. m.
ExMay 24 Tuesday Graduating
ercises, Elks' opera house, S p. in.
May 24 Wednesday Alumni Banquet, (Special Invitations).
Married Today Miss Agnes Iloven
was married this afternoon to Edward
L. Quinn, by the Rev. Dr. J. P. Martin, pastor of the Presbyterian church.
The wedding which took place at the
manse, was informal. The bride is
the daughter of J. H. Hoven, contractor of the logging department of the
Ramon Land and Lumber Company of
Buckman and Mr. Quinn is master mechanic of the Arroyo Hondo project.
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KING EDWARD PASSES AWAY.

(Continued from Page One.)

weakness of the king's heart niigiht
result in a fatal issue and an opera-tion was set aside as the last resort.
The body lies in the king's eham- tier in the northwestern wing of Buck-ingham palace, which is brilliantly
lighted, while the rest of 1he great!
gloomy building with the exception
of Lord Knollys' office
is entirely
1

1

darkened.
It was nearly half an hour after
the king breathed his last when Lord
Knollys walked into the office and
said to the waiting reporters:
"Gentlemen, his majesty is dead."
The people outside the palace only
learned the news when boys appeared
with papers.
Queen Dowager Inconsolable.
London, May 7. Popular interest
in the new ruler is overshadowed by
universal grief at the death of the
beloved King Edward VII, who succumbed to pneumonia 15 minutes be
fore midnight in the 69th year of his
life and tenth year of "his reign. The
grief of the dowager queen at the
death of her royal husband is pathetic. Since early this morning she has
been in and out of the death chamber directing everything, personally,
placing wreaths of flowers that had
been received and giving directions
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n u

A straight, lion;

iff'
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j

with stately dignity, but at the same
time inconsolable. She cannot be persuaded to remain in her own rooms,
and take a rest of which she is so
much in need. Funeral arrangements
ihave not yet been announced but the
expectation of the court officers is
that the body of his majesty will be
buried at Frogmore near the bodies
of his father, mother and son. Before
the palace a great crowd watcned the
going and coming of officials, diplomats and other callers .until a sharp
thunder and snow storm drove to
cover all but a few stragglers.
Roosevelt to Attend King's Funeral.
New York, May 7 That Theodore
Roosevelt may be named the special
representative of the United States to
attend the funeral of King Edward, is
the suggestion that will be put before
President Taft by members of the
Roosevelt welcoming committee.
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HAS NARROW
ESCAPE FROM

DEATH.

While Playing Near Tracks of Santa
Fe is Struck By Engine's Pilot
Beam She Will Live.
While playing near the tracks of the
Santa Fe today the twenty montni old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fortino Ortiz who live near the penitentiary, was
struck by the pilot beam of the engine of train No. 10 on its way here
from Albuquerque.
The babe's head
is said to have been bruised but it is
thought the child will live. It appears
that the engineer saw what looked
liked a bundle of clothing in the weeds
near the track and he could not stop
his train when he saw it was a moving object. The news of the accident
to the child threw the mother into
hysterics. The father of the injured
babe is in Colorado.
When asked particulars of the accident, Santa Fe officials stated that it
It is an admitted fact that real es- was an unavoidable
accident as far
tate, financial men and merchant all as the railroad was concerned and
say that quickest and bst results are that the child's
injuries are not
obtained by advertising in the New thought to be
very dangerous, al- Mexican.
though quite painful.
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2000 Phamplets Mailed to Good Dressers
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A man always succeeds better
always get more of the
things he goes after when he is well tailored, than when
he is carelessly dressed.
MAKING CLOTHES IS

G000 TAILORING IS

A

TRADE!

AN ARTI

Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds the
patronage of
the best Dressers in this locality We win by
the force
of the merit of our work; Our Cutter is an Artist
and
our tailors are ihe most skillfull craftsmen that
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Good Tailoring has been the
making of many a Man.
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money
can employ.
With-al- l
our prices are not unreasonable when we
say

$18.00, $22.50, $25.00 $27.50
$30.00, $32.50 and $35.00

for suits or overcoats of the newest
patterns in all wool
fabrics, and styles.

These Prices will run for
KflBBBUMEgSf

days
only

COME EARLY AND TAKE FIRST CHOICE

